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We present a comprehensive analysis of missing transverse-energy events at the CERN p~ 
collider which would arise from a supersymmetric theory. This analysis takes into account, the new 
1984 UA1 cuts, triggers and resolutions. Our conclusions from the newly reported 1984 data are 
that any excess number of monojet events is highly unlikely to come from gluino or scalar quark 
production. The new data lead to the very restrictive limits: M(g) and M(~) > 60-70 GeV. The 
two intriguing dijet events with E x (missing) > 55 GeV are not inconsistent with an 80 GeV ghiino 
or scalar quark source. The above conclusions have been obtained assuming that photinos are 
lighter than gluinos and live long enough to escape collider detectors. An alternative picture where 
the higgsino is the lightest supersymmetric particle is briefly discussed. 

I. Introduction 

Near ly  all exper imental  data  which are available at present support  the s tandard 

mode l  as be ing  the correct descript ion of  observable physics at current  energies. The  

recent  discoveries of the W and Z bosons exhibit  all the propert ies [1] expected in 

the s tandard  model.  Nevertheless,  theorists expect that  the s tandard model  is 

incomple te ,  and  that  new phenomena  will emerge in the energy region below 1 TeV. 

A l t h o u g h  the reasons for this are familiar, we briefly summarize  them. The underly- 

ing physics of  e lectroweak-symmetry breaking is not  understood,  nor  is there any 
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insight into why the weak scale is where it is, or how it can be so small compared to 
the Planck scale or the grand unification scale [2]. Models which try to understand 
these problems invariably lead to additional new physics around the weak scale. 

Supersymmetry is an approach which many workers feel could help to explain 
these problems [3]. In this paper, we investigate phenomenological implications of 
assuming a supersymmetric explanation for the origin of electroweak symmetry 
breaking [4-8]. 

Under the assumption just stated, it is still not clear at what precise mass scale 
supersymmetric phenomena will appear. Roughly, one would expect supersymmetric 
masses to be of order m w. If this is indeed the case, then supersymmetric particles 
would (perhaps) first be detectable at the Tevatron. However, without any firm 
predictions for supersymmetric masses, we must consider the possibilities that 
supersymmetric particles could be somewhat lighter or heavier than m w. In the 
latter case, one would have to wait for a supercollider in order to discover 
supersymmetry [9]. In the former case, supersymmetry could be observable at 
accelerators now in operation. The most likely place of the present facilities to 
discover supersymmetry or provide the best possible supersymmetric mass limits is 
the CERN Collider. 

Some time ago it was realized that hadron colliders were an excellent place to 
search for evidence for supersymmetry [10-13]. As we will see below, in an ideal 
detector the production of the supersymmetric partners of quarks and gluons gives 
events with signatures of jet + missing transverse energy, E~  iss (monojets), 2 jets + 
E ~  iss (dijets), 3 or more jets + E~ hiss at various rates. The constituent cross sections 
for the production of superpartners of mass /~¢ are order  Ot2/lVl 2 ~ few nb, so with 
an integrated luminosity of 100 nb-1, even with an order of magnitude suppression 
due to hadronic structure effects, there would be a significant number of events 
expected until phase space cuts off the rate at masses above 60 GeV or so. 

In early 1984, the analysis of data from the 1983 run at the CERN ~p Collider (at 
fs- = 540 GeV) by the UA1 collaboration [14] resulted in the report of candidates 
for events which seemed to be unexplainable by the standard model. These events 
were precisely of the type described above - events with jets and missing transverse 
momentum. This led to a plethora of papers attempting to explain these events as 
being evidence for new physics. By far the most popular explanation [15-22] was in 
terms of the production of supersymmetric particles - either scalar-quarks or gluinos. 
In the fall of 1984, more data was taken at a slightly higher energy, v~- = 630 GeV. 
More than twice the luminosity (as compared to the 1983 run) was collected. It 
seems clear from the reports on the 1984 data [23] that the missing-energy events 
which are seen are (for the most part) less dramatic and possibly entirely explained 
by standard model backgrounds. Thus, the enthusiasm for the possible discovery of 
supersymmetry at CERN has certainly been dampened. On the other hand, our 
analysis of the 1984 data will provide much more stringent limits on supersymmetric 
particle masses. 
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Qualitatively, it is clear that significant numbers of supersymmetric particles can 
be produced at the CERN Collider if their masses are not too large. In this paper we 
describe a lengthy analysis to systematically calculate the quantitative predictions of 
supersymmetry for all scalar-quark ( ~  and gluino (g) masses. As will be discussed in 
detail below, a "theory" event of, say, gg production will contain four quark jets 
plus missing momentum. However, some of the jets may be below the experimental 
definition of a jet, one with E r > 12 GeV. Also, two of the jets may overlap to give 
one in the detector. 

Why can supersymmetric processes lead to "monojets" (as opposed to multi-jet 
events)? The explanation comes entirely from the experimental cuts and triggers (as 
first pointed out by Ellis and Kowalski [15]). Consider one of the most difficult 
mechanisms for producing monojets: gluino pair production for light gluinos. 
Gluinos at rest would produce little missing energy. The experimental requirement 
that E~ hiss be large therefore implies that the gluinos must be sufficiently energetic, 
and for one of the gluinos, the photino from its decay must carry a large fraction of 
the gluino's momentum (we assume that photinos leave the apparatus undetected). 
Similarly the photino from the decay of the gluino going in the opposite direction 
must carry very little of this gluino's momentum (otherwise the two vectors would 
cancel). For this latter gluino the quarks from its decay carry much momentum, and 
their resultant jets are likely to coalesce (if they do not, then they are unlikely to pass 
the trigger requirements for leading jets). For the first gluino, little energy is left for 
the jets since the photino had to be very hard, and they are unlikely to have 
sufficient energy to be called a jet. While very few gg pairs for light gluinos can pass 
the cuts, those that do pass turn out to have one rather than two or more jets. 

On the other hand for heavy gluinos and scalar quarks, one finds that dijets 
dominate over monojets. In general a number of supersymmetric mechanisms must 
be computed, and complicated trigger biases and cuts must be imposed. Analytic 
calculations are not possible; a Monte Carlo procedure is required. 

The plan of the paper is as follows. In sect. 2 we discuss some general features of 
supersymmetric models which are relevant for our analysis. In sect. 3, we review the 
parton model formalism which serves as a basis for all our predictions. Two related 
issues are discussed - the importance of hard gluon bremsstrahlung and the intrinsic 
gluino content of the proton. Both these issues are particularly relevant if the gluino 
is "l ight" (e.g. M~ ~< 10-20 GeV). The Monte Carlo procedure is discussed in detail 
in sect. 4. This is a procedure which results in the generation of "events," i.e., 
four-momenta of final state partons (which are treated as "jets") and photinos 
(which are the origin of the missing transverse energy). The most difficult part of the 
analysis is the modeling of the UA1 triggers and cuts, which is described in sect. 5. 
We have endeavored to reproduce those cuts and triggers which were used in the 
1984 run; these differ somewhat from those used in the 1983 run. In sect. 6 we 
discuss the sensitivity of our results to these experimental conditions. Putting 
together the Monte Carlo event generator and the appropriate cuts and triggers, we 
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are able to make predictions for the expected number of missing transverse energy 
events and their distributions, as a function of the unknown supersymmetric particle 
masses. By comparing these results with the 1984 data as reported by the UA1 
Collaboration, we extract limits for scalar-quark and gluino masses in sect. 7. We are 
able to rule out the existence of a "light" gluino, and we find that scalar-quark and 
gluino masses must be larger than 60-70 GeV. Considerable attention is given to the 
various uncertainties of the analysis and the "confidence" of our final limits. Sect. 8 
discusses our limits in the context of the minimal low-energy supergravity approach. 
We also discuss the implications of the assumption that the higgsino rather than the 
photino is the lightest supersymmetric particle. Lastly, a discussion of future tests 
and our conclusions are presented in sect. 9. 

2. Low energy supersymmetry 

2.1. THE SUPERSYMMETRIC SPECTRUM A N D  ITS INTERACTIONS 

It is easy to explain what would be observed if supersymmetric partners were to 
exist [4-7]. The minimal spectrum of a supersymmetric theory associates with each 
quark, lepton, gauge boson, and Higgs boson, a partner which differs by ½ unit of 
spin. If the symmetry were unbroken there would be a particle identical to the 
electron but with spin zero (scalar-electron), a particle identical to the photon but 
with spin-½ (photino), etc. Such states would have been observed so either there is 
no such symmetry in nature, or the symmetry is broken and the missing partners 
have acquired extra mass. 

The full spectrum includes scalar quarks (Cl), one for each flavor of quark (in 
addition the partners of left-handed quarks (qL) and right-handed quarks (qR) are 
kept separate since they have different weak interactions), scalar leptons (~), scalar 
neutrinos (~), gluinos (g), winos (~,), zinos (~), and higgsinos (la). Spontaneous 
symmetry breaking mixes weak interaction eigenstates in forming mass eigenstates 
so considerable care is needed to get rates correct quantitatively. 

Although the masses of superpartners must be treated as unknown parameters 
because the breaking of supersymmetry is not understood, all of the relevant 
coupling are known because they are the measured gauge couplings. In a supersym- 
metric theory, for every standard model vertex there also occur new vertices with the 
particles replaced in pairs by their superpartners, and the same coupling. Thus 
the 7:lqg vertex generates ~clg and C:lq ~ vertices all with strength gs (as = gZ/4~r), the 
Wev vertex generates ffEp, goeS, and WE~ vertices all with strength g2 ( a 2  = 

a / s i n  2 0 w --gZ/4qr), and the electromagnetic vertices "y f( for any fermion f generate 
~f~( and 3,f7 vertices of strength e (e2/4~r = a). Following this rule one can draw 
Feynman diagrams for all supersymmetric production and decay processes and 
estimate rates. Detailed discussions of the spectrum, mixing, Feynman rules, calcula- 
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tional techniques, and possible ways to observe superpartners are given in the review 

article of ref. [6]. 
The unknown parameters in the supersymmetric model are masses and mixing 

angles. Thus, in any analysis, some assumptions will have to be made regarding these 
parameters. In this paper, we are concerned with processes involving the production 
of scalar-quarks and gluinos. To simplify our analysis, we assume that five flavors of 
scalar-quarks are degenerate in mass (we exclude the ~ from the discussion). 
Furthermore,  for each flavor, we assume that qL and qR are equal in mass. These 
assumptions are approximately true in almost all supersymmetry models which 
attempt to predict the supersymmetric mass spectrum. The only other major 
assumption we make is that the photino is the lightest supersymmetric particle. We 
will comment in more detail on this assumption in subsect. 2.3. 

2.2. R-PARITY AND ITS CONSEQUENCES 

An important  feature of nearly all supersymmetric models is the existence of a 
conserved multiplicative quantum number called R-parity [24]. Specifically, for a 
particle with baryon number B, lepton number L and spin J, we define R = 
( -  1) 3B+L+zJ. It is easy to see that all "ordinary" particles have R = + 1, whereas all 
supersymmetric partners have R = -  1. This has some important consequences, 
First, if we start from an initial state consisting only of ordinary particles, supersym- 
metric particles must be produced in pairs. Second, there exists a lightest supersym- 
metric particle (i.e., the lightest R = -  1 particle) which must be stable. Let us 
denote this particle by LSP. Once a superpartner is produced, it will decay into a 
normal (R = 1) particle plus a lighter superpartner. Eventually, at the end of a decay 
chain, one will find normal particles plus an odd number of LSPs. The LSP can be 
the partner of a gauge boson, a Higgs boson or a neutrino. In all cases, its essential 
property is that it normally escapes collider detectors [25]. That is because to interact 
it must excite a superpartner in the detector, and the partners of quarks and leptons 
are heavy, so the interaction cross section is at most of order aa/M 2 with M >_ 20 
GeV, giving too small a cross section to see. 

Thus the basic signature of the production of supersymmetric partners is missing 
momentum, accompanied by jets (or occasionally charged leptons, if e.g., winos are 
produced) in characteristic patterns. 

2.3. THE STANDARD ASSUMPTION: THE PHOTINO AS LSP 

The question of the LSP in supersymmetric theories is a model dependent 
question. In principle, one must know the neutralino (neutral gaugino and higgsino) 
mass matrix. By diagonalizing, one obtains the LSP which may be some linear 
combination of photino, zino and higgsino [26]. In this paper, we shall assume that 
the LSP is the photino. This is relevant for the signatures of scalar-quarks and 
gluinos. For definiteness, let us suppose for the moment that M~ > M4. If the ~ is 
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the LSP, then once scalar-quarks and gluinos are produced, they will decay via 
~ q~ and ~-:, F:lq---> qCt~. The photino escapes and is interpreted as missing 

energy. There are two alternative possibilities. First, the LSP is not a pure photino, 
but it is a mixture of photino and other neutralino states. The only changes which 
occur are minor - some decay rates are changed due to the appearance of mixing 
angle factors. As long as the mixing angles are not unusually small, all the results we 
obtain in this paper are basically unchanged. The second possibility is that the 
photino is not the LSP. This may or may not dramatically change our results 
depending on how the photino decays. For example, if the scalar-neutrino is the 
LSP, then ~ --* 1, + ~. But, both the u and ~ will not be observed, so the phenomenol- 
ogy will be identical to the case where the ~ is the LSP. On the other hand, if the 
LSP is a higgsino I7t, the phenomenology can be vastly different. As discussed in refs. 
[27-28], the ~ would decay dominantly via ~ ~ ~ + I7I thereby softening consider- 
ably the missing transverse energy of the events. (A similar affect arises if R-parity is 
broken [29, 30]. Then the ~ is unstable and decays via ~ --> , /+  u leading to similar 
conclusions.) We will briefly consider the implications of this alternative scenario at 
the end of this paper (see sect. 8). Otherwise, all the analysis we present here will 
assume that the ~ is the LSP. 

The mass of the photino is a priori an unknown parameter. In some supersym- 
metry models, the ~ and ~ masses are related via [31]. 

M~ 8 a  1 
3 (2.1) 

In all the calculations presented in this paper, we have taken M~ = 0. Although this 
is not likely to be true, our results are not especially sensitive to the precise value of 
the photino mass, assuming that M~ 4 10 GeV. We will make a few comments on 
the implications of a photino mass in sect. 7. 

3. Parton model formalism 

3.1. THE BASICS 

In order to predict the cross-section for the production of supersymmetric 
particles, the "QCD-improved" parton model is used. The basic formulas are 
summarized below. The starting point is: 

a ( p p  ~ C1 -t- C2 "~ X) 

= y" fdx ldX2f f (x , ,Q2) f~ (xz ,Q2)~(g ,  Lh) ~ + ~ ' + ' ' ~ +  
a,b 

, (3.1) 

where the sum is taken over all subprocesses which lead to the production of 
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particles cx, c 2 . . . .  in the final state. We denote the partonic squared center of mass 
energy by ~ = XlX2S and the total integrated cross section for a + b ~ c~ + c 2 + • • • 

by 8. The structure functions f f ( x ,  Q2)  represent the probability of finding initial 
par ton a inside a proton p, etc. By "QCD-improved,"  we simply mean that 
scale-breaking structure functions are used and 6 is computed as a function of the 
running coupling constant as(Q2). The choice of Q2 is ambiguous as long as we 
neglect higher order perturbative effects. We have chosen Q2 = ~. We follow Eichten, 

et al. (EHLQ)  [9] by using their structure functions and definition of a s. 
In order to improve convergence in the numerical integration, we make the 

following change of variables: 

1 
w - , (3.2) 

X l X  2 

Then, 

y = ½ log  x l  • ( 3 . 3 )  
X2 

o (p~ ---, c 1 q-- c 2 --b - . .  X )  

wo dw , = E fl ~_ f~logw dyf:(w_a/2ey, Q2)f:(w_,/2e_y, Q2) 
a , b  a -  ½log w 

x +c=+ .. . ,  (3.4) 

where w 0 = S/Sm~,, where Smj n is the threshold value of ~ for the reaction of interest. 
Let us now concentrate on how to compute 6. We write 

n 

1 (2,B.)4_3n __ f H d 3 p i  ~ 2 

= ~ S  /"I ¢ i = l  (21r)3(2Ei)lr)]Llave ' 
(3.5) 

where - 2 [ 63L1 ave is the squared amplitude for the process a + b ~ c 1 q-  C 2 -~- • • • -[- ¢n, 

summed over final-state spins and colors, and averaged over initial spins and colors. 
The factor F x is required if there are identical particles in the final state (e.g., Fx = 2 

for gg ~ ~ ,  gg ~ ~ g ,  etc.). The amplitude depends on the outgoing momenta  
p~ . . . . .  p ,  as well as the two incoming momenta  p~ and Pb given by: 

pa= (1X11/"s ;O,O,1x17rS ), (3.6a) 

( l x d ;  ;o ,o ,  - (3.6b) 

Inserting eq. (3.5) into eq. (3.4), we see that the computation of o involves the 
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integration over w, y and final state four-momenta Pi. Furthermore, one may obtain 
any desired final-state distribution by restricting the integration over the Pi in the 
appropriate way. This is most easily done using Monte Carlo techniques which are 
discussed in detail in sect. 4. 

The final necessary ingredient is an expression for I~12 for each possible process 
a + b ---, c 1 + c 2 + " " • + ¢n" The subprocess arises from the production of primary 
partons which then may decay into subsequent partons. After all decay chains are 
complete, the resulting final state is cl + c 2+ .-.  +c,.  The calculation of the 
squared amplitude under the most general circumstances is quite tedious since it 
requires the computation of spin-density matrices in order to correctly account for 
all final-state spin correlations. However, tremendous simplification occurs if we 
make two assumptions which are valid here. First, where intermediate states can be 
taken to be on-shell, they may be treated to good approximation in the narrow-width 
approximation. Second, all interactions involved in the decay chain separately 
conserve parity and C P .  In this case, the production and decay amplitudes factorize. 
Actually, this is an artifact of the Born approximation, where all amplitudes are real. 
The argument is simple: first, the reality of the amplitudes imply that the outgoing 
particles (which decay) are not transversely polarized. Second, parity conservation 
implies that the outgoing particles are not longitudinally polarized. Hence, the 
production and decay density matrices are diagonal, implying factorization of the 
production and decay processes. 

Let us illustrate that procedure in the case of q~ ~ g~, with g ~ q ~ .  First, we 
denote the squared matrix element averaged over initial-state spins and summed 

I~lave. The squared matrix elements for over final-state spins and colors by " 2 
qq ~ g~ is given by eq. (A.21) and for g ~ q ~  by eq. (A.23). It then follows that, in 
the narrow-width approximation for the gluino decay (taking the gluino on-shell), 
the squared amplitude for the process qcl ~ qcl~ via g~ production summed and 
averaged over spins and colors is: 

16~ (qUt '-' qUt~)l~ve 

--~ 2 ( 2 
= M i  - ( p l  p2 I ~ (q7:l ---' g~)12vel~(g ---' qqv)lave ,'77-'-g-~ ~ + d'- P3) 2' . ( 3 . 7 )  

It is this matrix element which we insert into eq. (3.5). 
A small technical note may be of interest here. In general, one must consider the 

diagram with the two final-state photino lines crossed. In addition, one must insert a 
factor of ½ for the identical photinos in the final state. However, in the narrow-width 
approximation, in the limit that the gluino is exactly on-shell, the interference term 
between the original q~l ~ q7:l~ amplitude and the crossed amplitude vanishes (it is 
actually proportional to the gluino width). Thus, in computing the total cross 
section, one obtains identical results whether one treats the two final state photinos 
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as being identical (following the above procedure), or as being non-identical (in 

which case no crossed graph need be considered). 

To summarize, given a partonic subprocess a + b + x + y + . . . with x -+ ci + c2 

+ . . . , y --f cg + c4 + . . . , we compute: 

= @-iL(a+b+x+y+ -)I;“, 

xpR(x+c,+c,+ -)l&X p-iL(y+c,+c,+ -)I&, 

X &+K-(pI+P2+ 42)&S(M:-(p,+P4- -..,2), 
x x ? J 

(3.8) 

which is then inserted into eq. (3.3). In this paper, we shall consider the following 

possible subprocesses: First, we list the production processes: 

(i) Gluino pair production 

gg+gg> (3.9a) 

qs+gg. (3.9b) 

(ii) Scalar-quark pair production 

gg+qC (3.10a) 

qs-94, (3.10b) 

w-44> (3.1oc) 

qq-w+q& (3.11a) 

qq+z+qi, (3.11b) 

(iii) Associated production of gluinos and scalar-quarks 

(3.12) 

(iv) Associated production of gluinos and photinos 

(3.13) 

(v) Associated production of scalar-quarks and photinos 
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We have computed the squared matrix elements for all the processes listed above. 
They are discussed further in appendix A, where there are figures showing these 
processes. 

Other production processes such as scalar-quark production from a gluino compo- 
nent inside the proton (which may be relevant if gluinos are light) and 2-to-3 
processes such as gg ~ ~ g  will be discussed later on in this section. 

Notice that we have only listed processes which involve scalar-quarks, gluinos and 
photinos. Clearly, there are other supersymmetric particles which can be produced at 
hadron colliders and can lead to missing-energy events. For example, pairs of 
neutralinos or charginos, the partners of gauge and Higgs bosons, can be produced 
at hadron-colliders (e.g., qcl ~ X+;~ , q~l ~ ~0~0) via the standard Drell-Yan mech- 
anism or by scalar-quark exchange [32-34]. Typical decay processes such as ~ ~ qctg 
(or ~ ~ qct~ if the gluino is heavy) could lead to missing-energy signatures similar to 
the ones which can occur from scalar-quark and gluino production. In particular, 
q q ~  ~0-0 XIX 2 can lead to distinctive one-sided events if ~0 is the tightest supersymmet- 
ric particle [33]. Nevertheless, we will omit these possibilities from the analysis 
presented in this paper for two basic reasons. First, because scalar quarks and 
gluinos are strongly interacting particles, their production rates are significantly 
larger than those of charginos and neutralinos of the same mass. Of course, if a 
significant number of missing-energy events are seen above background, this does 
not necessarily imply that the scalar-quark and /o r  gluino is the best possible 
supersymmetric explanation. 

Second, the analysis for scalar-quarks and gluinos requires the fewest number of 
model assumptions as discussed in sect. 2. In the case of charginos and neutralinos, 
unknown mixing angles and many possible decay patterns makes it very difficult to 
set hard limits on possible supersymmetric masses. This is already evident from 
observing the complicated limits on chargino and neutralino masses obtained by the 
PETRA and PEP experimental groups [35]. (One can of course make specific tests of 
particular models which fix the various unknown supersymmetric parameters. See, 
e.g., ref. [34].) 

We now turn to the decay process. Here, we must consider two separate cases 
which lead to quite different types of signatures. 

Case 1: Mg > Mca. In this case the gluino decays (nearly) 100% of the time via: 

~ q~ or qct, (3.15) 

where the sum is taken over all possible quark flavors which are kinematically 
accessible. The scalar-quark decays (nearly) 100% of the time via: 

q ~ q~. (3.16) 

We shall neglect other rarer decay modes, although one should keep in mind that if 
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there exists a light chargino or neutralino other than the photino such that M~ < M,i, 
then the decay gt ~ q~ could be significant. 

Case 2: M~ < M~. In this case the gluino decays via processes (3.15) and (3.16) 
where the scalar-quark is virtual: 

--+ qCl~. (3.17) 

Again, one must sum over all quark flavors which are kinematically accessible. A 
sum over qL and 61R intermediate states is assumed. In the case of the scalar quark, 
two decay modes are allowed (making assumptions similar to those above) with 
branching ratios (B) as indicated: 

r 

q~, B =  l + r  

61~ 1 
[ q ~ ,  B =  1 + r '  

(3.18) 

where r =- as/(eZa). Note that the dominant scalar-quark decay is 61 --+ q~; the gluino 
then decays via eq. (3.17). This is the main reason for the difference in sign~t,~res 
between cases 1 and 2. In case 1, scalar-quark decay leads to substantial missing 
energy via the process given by eq. (3.16). In case 2, the dominant process is 
61 ~ q~,~--, qCl~ leading to far less missing energy as compared with case 1. 
Practically speaking, this means that if M~ > M~, it will be very difficult to isolate 6161 
production; in this case, ~ production will be the main process that should be 
looked for. 

According to eq. (3.8), we need expressions for the matrix elements for the above 
decay processes. We also need explicit expressions for the scalar-quark and gluino 
widths. These are given in appendix A. 

3.2. H I G H E R  ORDER PROCESSES 

The production processes listed in eqs. (3.9)-(3.14) represent contributions to the 
lowest order approximation to the inclusive production cross-section of supersym- 
metric processes. Let us focus here on gluino pair production: p~--+ ~ + X. To 
0(12), the processes which contribute have been given in eq. (3.9). If we consider 
(9(as3), we must include loop corrections to the processes given by eq. (3.9), and in 
addition we must introduce new 2 ~ 3 processes: 

gg ~ ~ g ,  (3.19) 

qq ~ ggg, (3.20) 

gq ~ ggq. (3.21) 

If the perturbative series is trustworthy, then we should find that the •(as 3) 
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contributions are smaller than the 0(as 2) Born terms. However, Herzog and Kunszt 
[36] realized that when various triggers and cuts are applied to the total cross section, 
it is possible that the 0(as 3) contributions are enhanced significantly. In fact, we find 
that this indeed occurs for certain ranges of values of the gluino mass when the UA1 
triggers and cuts are imposed. To explain the effect, consider the consequences of 
requiring that the missing transverse energy be larger than some fixed number: 
E ~  i~S > E o. Suppose that the gluino is light (say, 5 GeV). Then in general, ~ events 
will not survive the E ~  ss cut. The reason is that light gluinos are typically quite 
energetic. Since to a very good approximation, the transverse momenta of the 
gluinos are entirely generated by the hard subprocess, their transverse momenta are 
nearly back-to-back. When the gluinos decay (~ ~ qclT), the two photinos will be 
nearly back-to-back. Since E ~  ~s= ]P~I + P ~ ] ,  we see that E~  is~ will in general be 
small and these events will fail to pass the E~ iss cut. How then do any ~ events 
survive the cut? If the decays of the two gluinos are sufficiently asymmetric, it is 
possible to generate E~iSS >~ E o. As M~ becomes smaller ,  ototal(p~--" ~ + X) in- 
creases rapidly, while at the same time, the probability that a ~ event passes the cut 
decreases rapidly. When fragmentation effects are taken into account, one finds that 
o(p~ ~ ~ + X) subject to the E ~  isS cut actually decreases as M~ becomes smaller 
for M~ _< 20 GeV. 

Now, consider the effect of the E~ hiss cut on the processes given by eqs. 
(3.19)-(3.21). If the final state gluon (or quark) is hard, then a possible configuration 
is one where the gg pair is emitted in the same hemisphere recoiling against the 
gluon (or quark). In this configuration, the photinos resulting from the gluino decays 
are often emitted in the same hemisphere so that it is much easier to have 
ET hiss= IP~I + P ~ [  >~E0. Of course, the cross section for the 2--+ 3 processes 
decreases as the transverse momentum of the hard gluon (or quark) increases. 
Nevertheless, it is clear that the 2 ---, 3 processes of eqs. (3.19)-(3.21) are more likely 
to survive the E~ hiss cut than the 2 ~ 2 processes. So, it is conceivable that when the 
E~ hiss cut is applied, the 2 ~ 3 processes will result in more  events passing the cuts as 
compared with the 2 ~ 2 processes. This indeed occurs as first shown by Herzog and 
Kunszt. As discussed in sect. 7, we confirm their results and show that this has very 
important consequences for whether light gluinos are excluded by the data. 

At present, a full 0(a~) calculation does not exist. The Born terms for the 2 ~ 3 
processes (eqs. (3.19)-(3.21)) have been obtained by Herzog and Kunszt [36]. In 
order to use their results, one must impose a cut-off on the transverse momentum of 
the outgoing gluon (or quark). Otherwise, one would be plagued with infrared and 
collinear singularities which would be cancelled by the (9 (a ] )  loop corrections. (Note 
that the only collinear singularities which occur here are those that arise when the 
outgoing gluon or quark is parallel to an init ial parton. No collinear singularities 
result when the outgoing gluon or quark is parallel to an outgoing gluino due to the 
non-zero gluino mass. Hence, a P r  cut-off on the outgoing gluon or quark is 
sufficient to protect against both infrared and collinear infinities.) The question then 
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arises: How should this P'r cut-off be chosen? If the PT cutoff is too small, then one 
is liable to overestimate the effect of the 2 ~ 3 process since the effect of virtual 
(9(ot~) processes (which are not included in the analysis) can be negative thereby 
reducing the final result. It may appear unlikely that the virtual graphs which are 
2 ~ 2 processes and therefore occur at p-r = 0 (where p-r = P gxl + P ~ )  could affect 
results at p.r 4: O. However, we are not dealing with infinitely narrow jets (a 
Sterman-Weinberg [37] type analysis is appropriate here). When the finite resolution 
of partonic jets is taken into account, one indeed finds that negative virtual 2 ~ 2 
graphs can affect the results if the p 3- cutoff is too small. On the other hand, if the 
P 3- cutoff is too large, then the resulting 2 ~ 3 cross-section is too small and one is 
missing a potentially important affect. As advocated by Herzog and Kunszt, we take 
p~r ut°ff = 10 GeV. Basically, the c h o i c e  p~Utoff > Mg should certainly be safe from the 

effects of the virtual graphs, and if anything, such a choice is conservative and would 
underestimate the effect of the 2 --, 3 processes. Details of the numerical effect of the 
2 --, 3 processes are discussed in sect. 7. 

If and when the full (q(a~) correction is calculated, one has ways of "improving" 
the lowest order prediction by choosing a particular scale in the running coupling 
constant which minimizes the 0(a~) correction. When an appropriate choice is 
made, it is often found that the first non-trivial QCD corrections are small (say, less 
than about 20% at SpaS energies). Given that the full 0(a~) corrections have not 
been computed here, we must simply accept the fact that the computations laid out 
in subsect. 3.1 have an uncertainty. We will summarize the theoretical uncertainties 
of the perturbative QCD framework in subsect. 3.4. 

3.3. THE DISTRIBUTION OF GLUINOS INSIDE A PROTON 

The best available limits on gluino masses (excluding the SpaS collider data) are 
obtained from beam dump experiments [38-39] and are somewhere in the vicinity of 
3 GeV (the precise limit depends on the scalar-quark mass). Suppose that the gluino 
mass is on the order of 5 GeV, i.e., slightly heavier than the minimum mass allowed 
by the beam dump experiments. Henceforth, we shall refer to this case as the light 
gluino scenario. Such a gluino has properties very similar to that of a b-quark with 
one important  exception: the gluino is a color octet fermion compared with the color 
triplet b-quark. This seemingly small detail has large consequences. The production 
cross section of such a gluino would be an order of magnitude larger than that of the 
b-quark. This fact is due to the larger color factors associated with the hard 
scattering processes which produce the gluino (here, the dominant production 
mechanism is gluon-gluon scattering). 

For  light gluinos, the possibility arises that they may make up a non-negligible 
fraction of the momentum of the proton. This can occur via the perturbative process 
where a gluon (which is observed as a constituent of the proton at a scale Q02) splits 
into a gg pair. Thus, at a scale Q2, one would predict the presence of gluino 
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constituents inside the proton. Perturbative QCD allows one to predict the evolution 
of the distribution function f~(x, Q2) for the gluino component of the proton [40]. 
To leading order in a s and ignoring corrections of order M2/Q 2, 

fg(x, Q2) - as(Q 2) - , d y  
(3.22) 

where P~j are the Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions [41] which describe the probabil- 
ity that parton j splits into two other partons, one of which is the gluino which is 
"seen" as a constituent of the proton. Eq. (3.22) represents a set of coupled 
integro-differential equations. To a first approximation, we may take fj(y,  Q2), for 
j = quark or gluon, to be the standard quark or gluon distribution functions as 
obtained by any of the standard analyses. Furthermore, a boundary condition is 
required for fg(x, 02). We choose f~(x, Q02) = 0 for 02 = 4M 2, and use the threshold 
behavior described in ref. [9]. Scalar quarks are ignored in this analysis, as they are 
assumed to be heavy in the light gluino scenario. In a more exact treatment, one 
would have to recompute the quark and gluon distribution functions as a result of 
having included a non-zero gluino component. The effects of such a correction are 
undoubtedly small in the present context (i.e., for predictions at the SpaS Collider). 

We show in fig. 1 an example of the resulting gluino distribution in the case of 
Mg = 5 GeV and Q2 = (100 GeV) 2. For comparison, the gluon distribution function 
is also shown at the same value of Q2. Note that the gluino distribution function is 
indeed small (less than 1% of the gluon distribution) yet not vanishingly small. One 
reason for this is again connected with the color octet nature of the gluino. 

z 104 ~- , F ' I i I i I ' _ 

~--° ~,,... ---. Q = I00 GeV 

LU I ,(MIg ~'~" 
0 I-- ~D 10-4 g__ "~ i 
13:::: 

,o-s 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 ,.0 
x 

Fig. 1. The structure function of the gluino versus x when Mg = 5 GeV and Q = 100 GeV. The gluon 
structure function is shown with a dashed curve for comparison. 
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Fig. 2. Feynman graphs for calculating the Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions for (a) g ~ QQ (Q = heavy 
quark) and (b) g -* ~,~,. 

Comparing the color factors that arise from fig. 2a and b, 

l ~ab fig. 2a: T r T a T  b= ~v , 

fig. 2b: fa~dft~ca = 33ab, 

(3.23a) 

(3.23b) 

it follows that P~g(y) = 6PQg(y), where Q is a heavy quark, which implies that: 

f~ (x ,  Q2) ..~ 6fb(x,  Q2) (3.24) 

assuming that Mg = m b- 
The perturbatively generated gluinos in the proton may be very important [20] in 

determining the missing energy events expected in the light gluino case. The reason 
is that new hard scattering processes must now be considered: 

+ q ~ ~1 (3.25) 

followed by the subsequent decay of the final state supersymmetric particle. In 
addition, there are new 2 ~ 2 scattering processes: 

~ + q ~ l + g ,  

~ + q ~ + q ,  

~ + g - - * ~ + g ,  

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

The most important process to consider in the context of the missing energy events is 
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eq. (3.25). The new 2 ~ 2 scattering processes given by eqs. (3.26)-(3.29) are 
numerically less significant than the 2 -o 1 process given by eq. (3.25). 

Eq. (3.25) can be very efficient for the production of events with large E~ hiss. For 
1 example, if q --* q + '7, then E~ hiss = ~M~. This is just a consequence of the jacobian 

peak analogous to that which is seen in the missing energy spectrum which results 
from W decay. Of course, this decay mode is disfavored as shown in eq. (3.18) since 
the scalar-quark is assumed to be heavier than the gluino. The dominant decay is 
q ---, qg -o qqfftY; including fragmentation effects, the resulting E~ niss spectrum due to 
the photino is softened to such an extent, it turns out that the rarer ~ ---, q + ,~ decay 
dominates the missing energy events for the light gluino scenario if fragmentation 
and UA1 cuts and triggers are applied. 

An important issue regarding the gluino distribution function has been raised by 
Barger et al. [18] in a recent paper. First, they remark that since gluinos in the 
proton have resulted from g --, ~ ,  the process given by eq. (3.25) is in reality: 

g +  q ~ ~ + q, (3.30) 

where the final state gluino goes near the forward direction due to the kinematics of 
the process in which the gluino is light and the scalar-quark is heavy. They note that 
if the gluino distribution function as derived in eq. (3.22) is used, then surprisingly, 
eq. (3.25) results in a larger cross section than does eq. (3.30); the relative factor for 
M S = 5 GeV is a factor of 2 to 4 depending on what value of Q0 is chosen as a 
boundary condition to set fg(x, Q2) = 0. They next comment that eq. (3.22) repre- 
sents a leading-log computation which can be "reproduced" by computing process 
(3.30) in the approximation that terms in o(g + q ~ ~ + ~]) not proportional to 

"~ 2 log(M~/Mq ) are dropped. Finally, they argue that the terms that were dropped in 
the latter computation are important at the energies and masses of interest. In fact, 
these terms are negative, which explains why the predictions of eq. (3.25) were so 
much larger than that of eq. (3.30). Their conclusion is that to a good approxima- 
tion, one should simply neglect the gluino component of the proton at SpaS energies 
and simply use eq, (3.30) along with all the other 2 ~ 2 processes discussed in 
subsect. 3.1. 

For the most part, we agree with the analysis of Barger et al. [18]. However, it is 
important to keep in mind that the solution of the Altarelli-Parisi [41] equations (eq. 
(3.22)) sums up, to leading log, the emission of multiple gluons. Thus, the use of the 
gluino structure function incorporates processes beyond that of the simple 2 ~ 2 
process given by eq. (3.30). However, this leading log approach can only be justified 
if 

Here, the relevant 

Q2 

~s(Q2) l°g M~ >> 1. (3.31) 

Q2_  M~. For M~= 100 GeV and Mg= 5, eq. (3.31)is not 
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satisfied; in fact a S l o g ( M ~ / M  2) - 1. This suggests that non-leading log effects can 
be important,  and indeed this is what Barger et al. found. If eq. (3.31) were justified, 
then one could properly omit process (3.30) from consideration, and instead com- 
pute the gluino structure function and consider processes (3.25)-(3.29). However, in 
the present case, we believe that neglecting the gluino content of the proton and 
including process (3.30) would probably result in only a very slight underestimate of 

the missing energy signal. 
Ironically, the UA1 collaboration has introduced a new trigger in their 1984 

[23, 42] run which significantly enhances the ~ production processes (eq. (3.9)) with 
respect to both eqs. (3.25) and (3.30) (see sects. 5 and 7 for further details). As a 
result, the uncertainty of the relevance of the gluino structure function has in fact 
become a moot point regarding the analysis of the 1984 data. Nevertheless, the 
issues discussed above are of interest from a theoretical point of view and have 
relevance to heavy quark production in general. 

3.4. UNCERTAINTIES DUE TO PERTURBATIVE QCD 

Here, we summarize what we think are the uncertainties in the calculations 
presented in this section. First, in the calculation involving the 2 ~ 2 hard scattering 
subprocess, one has to choose a set of patton distribution functions and a value for 
A. We have chosen A = 0.29 GeV and use the EHLQ structure functions [9] 
corresponding to this choice. We choose the running coupling constant with depen- 
dences on the b- and t-quark thresholds as given in ref. [9]. However, we neglect the 
effect of supersymmetric particle masses on the running of the coupling constant. 
We choose to evaluate the running coupling constant t~s(Q 2) in eq. (3.1) at Q 2 =  ~. 
One might also choose other possible values (e.g., Q2 = p2), although, without a full 
computat ion of the (9(a]) correction, such a choice is somewhat arbitrary. The 
higher order corrections are neglected (! 'no K-factor is used," to use the unfortunate 
but  prevalent jargon), except that we do investigate the effects of a hard 2 ~ 3 
partonic subprocess (in particular, eq. (3.19)) where by "hard,"  we mean that the 
transverse momentum of the radiated gluon satisfies p T >  10 GeV. We have 
computed the distribution of light gluinos inside the proton and have compared 
processes given by eqs. (3.25) and (3.30). Each step discussed above has some 
uncertainty. Overall, we feel that the calculation up to this point is certainly reliable 
to within a factor of two. We would be hard pressed to claim the ability to make a 
more accurate prediction at this time, especially given that one observes hadronic 
jets in the final state rather than the original final-state partons. 

4. The Monte Carlo event generator 

In sect. 3, we outlined the relevant formulas for computing the cross section for 
p~ ~ final state partons. Of course, the calorimeters of the UA1 and UA2 detectors 
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measure energy deposition of final state hadrons and not  the partons themselves. 
Furthermore, a given event contains far more activity than a hard 2 ~ 2 (or even 
2 ~ 3) scattering. One can make a list of many effects which clearly take place which 
are not included in the simple parton formalism. Such a list would include: 
initial-state gluon radiation, final-state gluon radiation, fragmentation and hadroni- 
zation of final state partons, interaction of spectators; recombination of spectators 
into color singlet final states, etc. In comparing a theoretical prediction with actual 
experimental results, all these effects must be accounted for in some way. In 
constructing our Monte Carlo event generator, we have decided to incorporate these 
effects only in the crudest way. To do anything more sophisticated would be 
pointless - without making use of a full detector simulation appropriate for analyz- 
ing the results of a given experiment. This is clearly the job of the experimental 
groups themselves. We shall argue however that even with our crude implementation 
of "real  world" effects beyond the parton model, we will be in a position to obtain 
reasonable estimates of the magnitude of various differential cross sections of 
interest as well as the effects of triggers and cuts imposed by the various experi- 
ments. This will enable us to estimate which ranges of supersymmetric particle 
masses are allowed or ruled out given the current data. Precise limits must await a 
more complete analysis by the experimental groups at the CERN SpaS. 

The procedure of our Monte Carlo event generator is as follows. We perform the 
integration given by eq. (3.1) by Monte Carlo techniques; the result is a series of 
four-momenta for all final state particles (which result after the decay of all 
intermediate states). Each set of four-momenta is called an "event." For example, if 
the hard scattering was gg ~ ~ followed by ~ ~ q~9, an event would consist of six 
four-momenta of two quarks, two antiquarks and two photinos respectively. The 
parton four-momenta obtain in this way are interpreted as jets as observed in the 
calorimeters of real experiments. This is a major approximation - hadronization of 
final state quarks and gluons is omitted. (Such a method has been recently dubbed 
the "par ton  Monte Carlo.") Such an approximation will preclude us from studying 
many aspects of the data. For example, we cannot calculate jet multiplicities and 
single jet masses. Nevertheless, such a procedure probably does not do so badly in 
estimating the gross features of the data: e.g., PT distribution of jets, two-jet 
invariant masses, etc. One indication of the validity of this approach is evidenced by 
the results of Ellis and Kowalski [16] who have compared the results of a parton- 
Monte Carlo and a Monte Carlo including hadronization. They found that the 
differences were small for the quantities we consider. 

In our previous paper [19] and other early papers on this subject, fragmentation 
effects were ignored; however, these effects can play an important role in determin- 
ing the missing E T spectrum of a given event. For example, a gluino which is 
produced by some hard process must first "fragment" into a supersymmetric hadron 
(say a g~ or gq~t bound state) which then decays weakly, emitting a photino which 
escapes the detector. If the momentum of the gluino inside the supersymmetric 
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hadron is less than that of the original gluino, then the photino spectrum will be 
degraded compared to the spectrum which would have resulted had fragmentation 
been ignored. Let us define z to be the momentum fraction of the gluino (or 
scalar-quark) inside the supersymmetric hadron. For large gluino or scalar-quark 
masses the z-distribution is sharply peaked at z = 1, and fragmentation effects are 
not relevant in determining the missing energy spectrum (due to the outgoing 
photinos). However, for gluino or scalar-quark masses less than about 20 GeV, 
fragmentation becomes increasingly important and the result is a missing energy 
spectrum which is softer than it would have been had fragmentation been ignored. 

The implementation of fragmentation effects is a delicate procedure. One must be 
sure to conserve energy-momentum in the process, and different procedures have 
been shown to yield quite different results in the detailed structure of the events. We 
account for these uncertainties in determining the reliability of our final results. Our 
procedure consisted of three steps, which we shall illustrate using gg ~ ~ as an 
example. Step one was to generate the initial hard scattering gg ~ ~ ,  the result of 
which is two four-momenta of the two outgoing gluinos. Step two was to generate a 
momentum fraction z by which we degrade the momenta of each final state gluino. 
Such a z is generated at random according to a distribution suggested by De Rfijula 
and Petronzio [21]. We take the distribution to be: 

D(z, ~) = £1 dx dy3(z - xy)Dl(x, ~)D2(Y), (4.1) 

Ol(X, s ) =A(1 - x )  A-1 (4.2) 

A = ~ log[log(~/A2)/log(4M2/Aa)], (4.3) 

Nx(1 - x )  2 

= [ ( 1 -  x)  + 
(4.4) 

0.6 GeV )2, (4.5) 
e= M~ 

where A = 0.29 GeV and N is normalized such that 

folD2(x) dx = 1. (4.6) 

D2(x ) represents the non-perturbative contribution to fragmentation as advocated 
by Peterson et al. [43] and Dx(x, ~) is an approximation to the perturbative 
fragmentation due to gluon emission of the produced gluino. One could be more 
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sophisticated and replace Dl(x, g) above by a fragmentation function generated by 
solving the appropriate Altarelli-Parisi equations as was done by Barger et al. [18]. 
The results of these two procedures are similar, so we have opted for the simpler one 
to minimize computer time. Note that D(z, ~) depends on 5, the partonic center-of- 
mass energy squared. 

Given a gluino of four momentum (E; p), we replace it with a new four-momen- 
tum (E ' ;  p),  where E '  is chosen such that M 2 = [E '2 - z2p2] 1/2. We then impose 
energy-momentum conservation by forming the remaining four-vector ( E -  E' ,  
(1 - z)p).  This four-vector is necessarily space-like since an on-shell massive particle 
cannot decay into an on-shell massive particle of the same mass plus a physical 
particle (with a time-like four-momentum). We shall proceed, nevertheless, tempor- 
arily ignoring this problem. The important effect of fragmentation, namely the 
degraded missing energy spectrum, is obtained by decaying the ~ with four-momen- 
tum (E ' ;  p )  into q7:l~. Finally, the left-over space-like vector is added back (arbi- 
trarily) into the qcl final state system. Although this procedure seems ad hoc, we 
emphasize that fragmentation effects are only important for very light gluinos. In 
this case, the gluinos produced at the SpaS will be quite energetic so that the decay 
products plus the fragments will be moving roughly in the same direction in the 
laboratory and will be interpreted as one jet by the jet-finding algorithm (see sect. 5 
for a description of this algorithm). 

At this point, an event consists of final state jets, missing transverse energy and 
clusters which were not energetic enough to be defined as jets by the UA1 jet 
criterion. However, this final state has resulted entirely from the Born approxima- 
tion to the hard constituent scattering. We have, so far, neglected a number of 
important effects: the possibility of gluon radiation, the effects of the remnants of 
the original p and ~ which are colliding, the generation of hadrons in the color 
neutralization of the final state jets, etc. Consider the effects on the final state jets 
themselves. First, a jet can lose energy - in the fragmentation process or in gluon 
bremstrahlung. Second, the jet can gain energy - particles not involved in the hard 
scattering can stray into the cone which defines the jet in question. All in all, one can 
imagine that the prediction of jet distributions (e.g., the E+ et distribution) will be 
only marginally changed by including such effects. Only the single jet multiplicities 
and invariant masses are totally unreliable (where hadronization plays a crucial 
role). 

An important quantity to consider is the total scalar transverse energy of an event 
denoted by Ea-. This is defined experimentally by adding in a scalar fashion the 
transverse energy deposited in all calorimeter cells. This quantity is used by the UA1 
collaboration in defining one of the triggers (see sect. 5) and one of the missing 
energy cuts so we must consider it here in detail. It is clear that such a quantity is 
incalculable in the framework of perturbative QCD; in particular, the sum of the 
scalar transverse energies of the final-state jets is a severe underestimate of the value 
of E T. To get an idea of the magnitude of such an underestimation, consider p~ 
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Fig. 3. The E T distribution observed by the UA1 collaboration for events with no large Px  jets 
(" minimum-bias" events), taken from ref. [44]. The distribution shown in the upper plot (171 < 3) used for 
the " remainder"  portion of hard-scattering events was based on this distribution, but scaled so the 
average E T was much larger (see text). The distribution shown in the lower plot ([7/I < 1.5) is similarly 

rescaled and used in conjunction with the third trigger (eq. (5.24)). 

collisions with n o  large PT jets in the final state (the so-called "minimum bias" 
events). The UA1 collaboration has obtained the E v distribution of such events [44], 
which we reproduce here in fig. 3. A noteworthy feature of the upper distribution is 
the long non-gaussian tail at both low and high E T. Quantitatively, the mean of this 
distribution (24 GeV) is quite different from the median (18 GeV) and both numbers 
are larger than the value of E T where the distribution peaks (12 GeV). To obtain E v 
in our parton-Monte Carlo, one is tempted to superimpose a minimum-bias event on 
top of the underlying hard scattering. In fact, this is known to be incorrect. If one 
studies the UA1 and UA2 samples [45-46] of large-pv two jet events, and subtracts 
out the two jets in each event, the E T distribution of the "remainder" is substan- 
tially harder, roughly twice that of minimum bias. We will use the term "remainder" 
below with this technical meaning. 

UA2 has further reported [46] that for Ep~t  > 15-20 GeV (which is always true 
for the missing energy events considered), the energy of the remainder is roughly 
independent of Ylp~ t. Qualitatively, such an effect is due in part to initial-state 
radiation which occurs when the constituents which participate in the hard scattering 
are pulled out the p and ~ and in part to the final-state radiation of the final state 
quarks and gluons in the process of fragmentation and hadronization. In order to 
proceed with the analysis of supersymmetric particle production, one needs to know 
the E v distribution of the remainder in order to compute the E T of a given Monte 
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Carlo event. On the basis of the discussion above, it is likely that the remainder E T 
distribution in events with supersymmetric particle production will be roughly twice 
that of minimum bias (in analogy to the two jet events). However, it is at present 
unknown how to theoretically compute the remainder E T distributions given a 
hypothetical hard scattering subprocess. Furthermore, the hadronizing Monte Carlo 
programs in existence today were for the most part developed for e +e---,  hadrons 
where the problems of initial-state radiation do not arise. Monte Carlo routines 
which reproduce the correct remainder distributions appropriate for hadron colfiders 
have not been fully developed [47]. Given this current state of ignorance, we have 
decided on the following course of action. We have rescaled the upper E T distribu- 
tion shown in fig. 3 by a factor of 1.67 such that the mean is 40 GeV. (In fact, the 
median of our rescaled distribution is 32 GeV.) We have found the following 
parameterization to be convenient: 

E~ exp( bET ) + a 
(4.7) 

where a = 257 and b = 0.036. For each event obtained by our parton-Monte Carlo, 
we choose an additional random value for the remainder transverse energy (denoted 
by Er) based on the distribution given by eq. (4.7). The total scalar transverse energy 

is then given by 

E T =  EETi + E E T i + E r ,  (4.8) 
jets low 

energy 
clusters 

where by " low energy clusters," we mean clusters which were not called jets since 
their transverse energy was below the jet threshold. 

Let us denote: 

E p  tra= E T -  ~ ETi. (4.9) 
jets 

From our discussions above, we expect the distribution of E ~  xtra to  be roughly twice 
that of minimum bias (i.e., with a mean of about 50 GeV). We have found in our 
computations that 

E Evi = 10 GeV (4.10) 
low 

energy 
clusters 

in the mean. (This value is closely tied to the assumed value for the jet threshold.) 
This explains why we chose E r based on a distribution whose mean was 40 GeV. In 
studying the monojet events, we can study the published data and compute E ~  xtra = 

E T - E ~  °n°jet on an event-by-event basis. Although the statistics are quite low, we 
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find that E-~ xtra is distributed with a mean of about 50 GeV, in agreement with the 

discussion above. 
The precise choice for E r can have a tremendous impact on the number of events 

which pass the UA1 missing energy trigger. This is unfortunate given that E r is not 
so well understood theoretically. This uncertainty will be an important factor in 
determining the reliability of our final numbers. This will be discussed in sect. 6. 

To summarize, we have constructed a Monte Carlo event generator in which 
final-state partons produced by a hard scattering process are interpreted as energy 
clusters. Missing transverse energy results from photinos which are emitted by 
decaying gluinos or scalar-quarks which are produced in the hard scattering event. 
Fragmentation of gluinos (or scalar-quarks) can be important if the mass of the 
gluino is less than 20 GeV. The main effect of fragmentation is to reduce the 
momentum of the decaying gluino thereby reducing the missing energy resulting 
from the escaping photino. The observable energy clusters remaining in the final 
state are passed through a jet algorithm and interpreted as jets if their energy is 
above the jet  threshold. Finally, a remainder transverse energy, Er, is generated on 
an event-by-event basis in order to calculate the total scalar transverse energy, E-r, 
of a given event. 

5. Modeling experimental conditions 

Although the details of our simulation of UA1 experimental conditions [23] may 
not make exciting reading, they are critical to the validity of our results (especially 
for the question of a light gluino). Furthermore, an understanding of these experi- 
mental conditions, which include triggers, cuts, resolution and efficiencies, is essen- 
tial if one is to attempt an extrapolation to the Tevatron Collider or the Supercon- 
ducting Super Collider (SSC). 

On the basis of extensive consultations with members of the UA1 Collaboration, 
we have arrived at a procedure for simulating the UA1 conditions. Our approach is 
not at all the same as those used by others who have analyzed the UA1 data. It is 
important  to understand that no Monte Carlo calculation can precisely duplicate 
real events which come from experiment. At times, one must introduce a Monte 
Carlo procedure which is somewhat different from the actual experimental analysis. 
Nevertheless, we feel that the procedures we have employed succeed in providing a 
good approximation to the UA1 methods. We have run tests to determine the 
magnitude of uncertainties introduced into our results by varying our procedures. 
These are described in sect. 6. 

Our description of experimental conditions follows not the logic of the experi- 
ment, but rather the logic of a theorist's Monte Carlo which generates the 4-momenta 
of all final-state partons. This Monte Carlo then modifies the momenta to simulate 
detector and fragmentation effects and tests them against trigger and cut require- 
ments. 
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Before generating the final-state partons, there are two preliminaries. One may 
wish to give the initial-state partons a p a" distribution. This distribution is not, in 
general, well-known, and our tests have shown that there is little sensitivity to 
whether or not any such distribution is included. The results shown here have 
initial-state partons with zero Pa'- Secondly, before generating each gluino decay, 
fragmentation effects "slow down" the gluino (as described in sect. 4). The "lost" 
momentum is then added onto the hadronic decay products of the gluino. The 
manner in which this is done is somewhat arbitrary; however, fragmentation effects 
are only important for light (fast-moving) gluinos where the resulting jets coalesce. 
Therefore it is not important how the momentum is added back in, nor is it likely 
that much energy will escape the jet cone. 

There are sources of "fake" missing transverse energy. Recall that a given event 
consists of the jets (as determined by the jet algorithm) and the remainder, which has 
a mean transverse energy which is roughly twice that of minimum bias. One source 
of "fake"  E ~  iss is due to the non-zero calorimetry resolution for the E T of the 
remainder. While an experimentalist cannot distinguish unequivocally between the 
jets and the remainder portions of an event, a theorist's Monte Carlo obtains them 
independently. The generation of the E v distribution of the remainder was discussed 
in sect. 4. Here we note that the resolution in transverse momenta is described by the 
distribution: 

where for UA1 

e -(~px)z/2°~ e ~P~)2/2°~, (5.1) 

Ox= Oy= O.5 E~T xtra , (5 .2)  

E~xtra =_ - E~Ot~ _ E E ~  ets" (5 3) 

E-~ xtra is the transverse energy of the remainder plus that of any clusters not passing 
the UA1 jet criterion. (We have oriented the co-ordinate system so that the beams 
define the z-axis.) Note that the UA1 Collaboration chooses to define a quantity: 

O' = ~Ox2+ O 2 = ~ - O x =  0.7 E~T xtra . (5.4) 

For  their E ~  ss cut, UA1 approximately combines this effect and that from jet 
resolution (see below) by use of 

o = 0.7 EfE~T °t~ . (5.5) 

The UA1 detector is somewhat inefficient in measuring jet momenta. While the 
precise value of this inefficiency is not known, they estimate [48] it at about 90%. We 
therefore reduce the momenta of jets by 10% to account for this effect. 
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The jet momenta are also subject to resolution effects (smearing), described in this 
case by 

e (SPJ)2/2°J2 (5.6) 

with 

oj = 0.2p j ,  (5.7) 

where we make the approximation that m(jet) = 0. Note that this resolution (5.7) is 
not the same as that (5.2) for the remainder portion of the event. 

As a result of the above smearing, each jet's momenta have changed so that 
" fake"  missing transverse energy is generated. The resulting missing transverse 
momenta are: 

p ~iss = p T (initial partons) 

Then 

- E P  Ti (outgoing smeared partons) - p T (remainder). (5.S) 
i 

E~niss / miss2 A- miss2 
= ~PTx - - P X y  " (5.9) 

Having smeared the momenta of the partons, it is now necessary to consider when 
the resultant jets would be coalesced into a single jet. Since we do not hadronize our 
partons, we cannot exactly follow the UA1 jet selection algorithm. But we imitated it 
at the partonic level. We begin by ordering our jet-partons by their Ex(jet(1 ) has the 
highest E x ,  etc.). 

If jet(l)  and jet(2) satisfy the condition 

(Aq~) 2 + (A~) 2 > 1, (5.10) 

where q, is the azimuthal angle and 71 the pseudorapidity, then they are not  coalesced 
(i.e., no action is taken). Next jet(l) and jet(3) are tested against condition (5.10) and 
if they again satisfy it, then no action is taken. We proceed in this manner until jet(l) 
has been tested against jet(n), n = 2 , 3  . . . . .  N. Assuming that condition (5.10) is 
satisfied at each step, we next test jet(2) against jet(n), n = 3,4 . . . . .  N ending up 
finally with testing j e t ( N -  1) and jet(N). 

If, however, at any stage, jet(i) and je t ( j )  (i < j )  do not satisfy (5.10), then they 
are coalesced, and the resulting jet-parton is labelled as jet(i), and one proceeds on 
in the same manner except that there no longer is a jet( j) .  

Now one must decide whether a jet (parton) is to be called a jet or simply 
considered as additional transverse energy. The UA1 criterion is that 

E+et>~ 12 GeV, (5.11) 
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or it is not a jet. However, note that p~t is the momentum after the 10% reduction 
and after smearing. If one secondary jet meets this criterion, the event is classified as 
a "dijet" event; two secondary jets meeting the criterion is a "trijet" event. If only 
the leading jet meets it, the event is a "monojet." 

We are now in a position to implement the UA1 cuts. If any of the conditions 
below are met, the event would be excluded: 

E~lSS < 15 GeV, (5.12) 

where 

E ~  ss < 40, (5.13) 

O --= 0.7~/E T ( t o t a l ) ,  (5 .14)  

I angle( p~iss, vertical)l < 20 ° ' (5.15) 

I~Je'(1) I > 2.5. (5.16) 

The purpose of cuts (5.12) and (5.13) is to eliminate missing transverse energy events 
due to mismeasurement in the calorimetry. 

Two further cuts (used first with the 1984 data) are especially helpful for 
eliminating events resulting from mismeasurement of QCD two-jet events. These 
cuts, however, use a less restrictive definition of jets (so that they can be applied to 
monojets as well as dijets): 

E,~et >~ 8 GeV. (5.17) 

(We caution the reader that eq. (5.17) is only used in conjunction with the cuts 
shown below, eqs. (5.18), (5.19).) The cuts eliminate events with 

angle( P jet(2), - -P  jet(l)) < 30°, (5.18) 

angle(pier, z), p~iss) < 30 ° " (5.19) 

Although these cuts are helpful in removing QCD background, they can also be 
quite effective in removing monojets and dijets of supersymmetric origin. 

We now describe the conditions which can trigger an event. The UA1 triggers are 
less efficient at measuring jet momenta than is the detector as described above. 
Furthermore the resolution is not as good either. Therefore, in testing whether our 
events pass the UA1 jet triggers, we further reduce the jet momenta by 20% (again 
20% is UAI 's  best estimate [48]). After the reduction, we account for non-zero 
resolution of the jet trigger by smearing the resulting momentum according to the 
distribution: 

e -(~e,~2/2"~ , oj = 0.2pj.  (5.20) 
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The final jet momentum thus obtained is used only to determine whether the given 
event passes the UA1 trigger. For other computations, the jet momentum before this 
last reduction and smear is used. 

There were three UA1 triggers in the 1984 run. Events were kept if they satisfied 
any of the following conditions (where jet(l) is the jet with the highest E T after 
smearing) [49]: 

(i) ET(jet 1) > 25 GeV (85% run), (5.21) 

Er( je t  1) > 30 GeV (15% run);  (5.22) 

(ii) Ea-(jet 1) > 15 GeV, 

[E~ i~s (left-hemisphere) - E~  is~ (right-hemisphere)l > 17 GeV; (5.23) 

(iii) E.  r (total in [~l < 1.4) > 80 GeV. (5.24) 

This last trigger requires a more restrictive ~/region than that used for other cuts and 
triggers (171 < 2.5). To implement this particular trigger, we parameterized the data 
in the lower plot shown in fig. 3. This resulting distribution was scaled up by the 
same factor (1.67) as described in sect. 4. See discussion above eq. (4.7). 

The second trigger (5.23) was not used for the 1983 run. While it apparently 
allows relatively few extra events from QCD sources, we found that it would allow 
an order-of-magnitude more events from supersymmetric sources if the gluino is 
quite light (M(g) < 10 GeV). 

6. Sensitivities to assumptions and approximations 

Having completed the discussion of our procedure, there are several questions 
concerning the sensitivity of our results to our assumptions. In which cases are we 
sensitive to the details of our smearing procedure?. First let us consider the case of a 
very light gluino. 

By examining fig. 4 one can see why processes such as ~ where Mg is small can 
have large uncertainties. The peak in the curve at low E ~  ss occurs where it does only 
because of the imposed cuts and triggers. Otherwise the true peak would occur at 
extremely low E ~  ss. The observable monojets are therefore very far out on the tail of 
this distribution. Because of the steeply failing curves, any smearing due to resolu- 
tion and any mismeasurement due to inefficiencies can and do have large effects. 
These cannot be perfectly determined. 

By contrast, when heavy particles are involved such as for the qg process in fig. 4 
or qq in fig. 5, then most events occur at E ~  ss and E)r et above the cuts and triggers 
so that the shapes of distributions are only mildly affected by cuts, and changes in 
the rates are not important. As a result our calculations are much more accurate 
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~/s = 630 GeV if Mg = 5 GeV and M~ = 110 GeV. The ~ distribution is cut off at small E~ iss by 

experimental cuts. All of the new 1984 UA1 cuts and triggers are included. 

when heavy  par t ic les  are involved,  and  their  re l iabi l i ty  is l imited p r imar i ly  by  the 

accuracy  of  per tu rba t ive  QCD.  

As  a resul t  of these observat ions,  in the light gluino case, small  changes in our  

p rocedure s  can  result  in a significant change in the number  of events which pass the 

cuts.  F o r  example ,  we tr ied various other  approaches  to smearing.  In  apply ing  

cond i t ions  (5.12)-(5.14),  our original  p rocedure  involved comput ing  precisely E ~  is~ 
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Fig. 5. The E~ iss distribution expected from ~] production at v~ = 630 GeV if M~ = 50 GeV and 
Mg = 150 GeV. All of the new 1984 UA1 cuts and triggers [23] are included. 
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and E T (total) = E T (jets) + E- r (remainder) from the knowledge of the various jet 
transverse energies which were smeared. Alternatively, one could first compute E~ TM 

and E T (jets) from unsmeared quantities and then smear the results. Similar remarks 
apply to the application of the jet trigger (eqs. (5.23) and (5.24)). We found that the 
results of these variations could affect the number of events passing the cuts by a 
factor of two if the gluino were light. For heavier gluinos (and scalar quarks), the 
sensitivity to the method of smearing was negligible. 

For  light gluinos our lack of precise knowledge of the excess or remainder 
transverse energy in an event (see eq. (4.9) and the discussion in sect. 4) contributes 
significantly to the uncertainty. This is again due to being on the tail of the E~ hiss 
distribution. Since we make the cut of eq. (5.13), E~niss> 4o, where o involves 
knowledge of this remainder energy, one is very sensitive to the remainder since it is 
a small fraction of the events which pass the cut. When gluino or scalar quark 
masses are sufficiently large, most events do pass the cut so we then have very little 
sensitivity to our choice of a distribution of remainder energies. 

Another example of an uncertainty which is important for light gluinos but 
negligible for heavy gluinos and scalar quarks is that due to fragmentation effects. 
Altarelli et al. [22] have shown that different choices for implementing fragmentation 
can lead to differences of a factor of 2 to 3. 

Another question as to the reliability of our results concerns the effects of ignoring 
hadronization (our final-state quarks and gluons are not converted into hadronic 
jets). In general, for the rates and distributions we discuss, we believe this approxi- 
mation does not have major consequences. Ellis and Kowalski [16] who have studied 
this question also reached this conclusion. However, by ignoring hadronization, we 
are unable to calculate a number of interesting properties of the events; such as jet 
shapes, jet  multiplicities, and jet invariant mass. In fact, the lack of hadronization 
means that when no coalescing occurs, the jets have zero invariant mass, which is a 
very crude approximation to the actual physical situation. However, when coalescing 
does occur (which is often necessary to pass cuts and triggers), then the invariant 
mass found for a coalesced jet is a reasonable approximation to the observable mass. 

Hadronizat ion is just one of a number of sources of uncertainty in the calculation 
of the dijet to monojet ratio. First, one should note that many of the observed 
monojet  events have secondary jets with EAr et = 6-11 GeV. This is virtually always 
the case with events generated by our supersymmetry Monte Carlo. As a result the 
difference between monojets and dijets is a subtle one, quite subject to theoretical 
uncertainties. 

Among the uncertainties are nonperturbative QCD corrections and spectator 
activity which can add to jet momenta, and energy leaving the jet cone (e.g., by 
gluon bremsstrahlung) which is not included in the definition of the jet. When 
gluinos or scalar quarks fragment, it is not known what fraction of the gluons goes 
outside the jet  cone and what fraction adds to the jet energy. Gluon radiation by the 
hard jet will occasionally cause a monojet to fall below the trigger requirements. 
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Gluon radiation from a hard jet or other sources (which might or might not coalesce 
with a soft secondary jet) can sometimes lead to a secondary jet with E)r et >~ 12 GeV 
(we might call these dijets events "closet monojets"). We know that W and Z 
production often has an accompanying hadronic jet. Experimental resolution and 
efficiency also play an important role in determining the dijet to monojet ratio. 

We believe that it is best to combine all missing energy events (monojets, dijets, 
trijets) and thereby increase the statistical significance while decreasing the sensitiv- 
ity to theoretical and experimental limitations. However, this does not mean that one 
should ignore the monojet-dijet distinction. There is a great deal of information to 
be gained by considering them separately as will be seen when we discuss our results. 

Finally, while a theorist can make every effort to model experimental conditions 
and while such efforts provide a great deal of insight, the final analysis will be done 
with a true detector  simulation by the experimentalists. However, even detector 
simulation is not perfect since one never fully knows a detector. 

7. Results for monojets and missing-energy events 

7.1. RECAPITULATION 

Our results are the consequence of the full analysis described in previous sections. 
All supersymmetric processes for the production of scalar quarks and gluinos were 
calculated along with all possible decay channels, and in the end they were summed. 
Our quoted cross section rates reflect this summation. 

We report here rates for all combinations of Mg and M~. Detailed modeling of the 
new 1984 UA1 cuts and triggers is incorporated together with simulation of some 
detector resolutions and efficiencies (see sect. 5). Among the cuts are those which 
eliminate "back-to-back" events. Fragmentation and gluon bremsstrahlung were 
accounted for, although we do not hadronize our jets. Since the PT distributions of 
initial-state parton distributions are not generally well-known and since our results 
show little sensitivity to different choices, we have chosen PT (initial-state) = 0 here. 
And finally, the integrations were done by Monte Carlo techniques, but there were a 
variety of analytic checks for every process. 

7.2. THE 1984 DATA 

Let us first summarize the newly reported 1984 data from the UA1 Collaboration 
[23]. They found 23 monojets with at least 15 GeV of missing transverse energy in 
their 1984 run. They identified 9 as having the characteristics of the W ~ ru 
(~---, ~, + hadrons) source. Of the remaining 14 events, UA1 estimates that 6-8 
events are due to background sources. We will take 13 events as the 90% confidence 
limit for the number of events which could  represent new physics. Since their 
integrated luminosity in 1984 was about 270 nb -1, the 90% confidence upper limit 
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for monojet production due to new physics is then 4.8 events/100 nb- : .  This is 
actually quite conservative since (as discussed below) our distributions show that 
most of these events are unlikely to be from supersymmetric sources so that the real 
limit might be as low as perhaps 2 events/100 nb-1. 

As discussed in sect. 6, theoretical calculations of monojet rates are subject to the 
fine distinction between monojets and dijets. We advocate use of the combined 
monojet + dijet + multijet rate. The UA1 Collaboration reports that after the back- 
to-back cuts, 2 dijet and no multijet events remain from the 1984 run where they 
estimate backgrounds at 2 events. The total number of missing-energy events (after ~- 
subtraction) is then 16 with backgrounds at 8-10 events. We again take 13 events to 
be the 90% confidence level limit giving the limit for the rate of missing-energy 
events with miss E v > 15 GeV to be 4.8 events/100 nb- : ,  while the dijet rate's limit is 
2 events/100 nb- : .  

As we advocated in our previous paper [19], one can make a higher cut on E~ is~ 
in order to eliminate most backgrounds. Of the reported missing-energy events in the 
1984 run, only 6 would pass an E ~  ~ > 40 GeV cut. If we assume a background of 2 
events, this leads to 8 events at the 90% confidence level or 3 events/100 nb- : .  

7.3. LIMITS ON SCALAR-QUARK AND GLUINO MASSES 

Our results are summarized in the contour plots, figs. 6-9. They should only be 
compared with the 1984 UA1 data. Let us momentarily ignore the region at very low 
gluino masses where rates are low due to fragmentation effects. From fig. 6 showing 
the monojet rate for E~  iss > 15 GeV and the data described above, we set the limits 
M~ > 50-60 GeV depending on Mg and M~ > 45-55 GeV depending on M~. 

We advocate use of all missing-energy events as in fig. 7. From this plot and the 
above data, we find M~ > 60-70 GeV depending on Mg and M~ > 50-70 GeV 
depending on M~. This significant improvement in the limits occurs because, for 
these large masses, supersymmetry predicts that dijet production should dominate 
over monojet production even with the back-to-back cuts. So these results combining 
all missing-energy events are both more limiting and more reliable (since they need 
make no distinction among numbers of jets). 

If one wishes instead to assume that we can accurately separate monojets and 
dijets, then the above results suggest that it will be useful to examine the dijet rate 
separately. This is, in effect, done by subtracting fig. 6 from fig. 7. Using the above 
data we then find 

65, Mg --- 150 GeV 

M~ > ~ 75, Mg = 80 GeV, 

[ 60, Met = 100 GeV (7.1) 
M~ > ~ 70, M~ --- 80 GeV. 
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Fig. 6. The number  of monojets per 100 nb 1 passing the new 1984 UAI  cuts and triggers [23] shown as 
a contour  plot as a function of Mg and Mfi. The 1984 UA1 data have an integrated luminosity of about 

270 n b -  1. 

The limits quoted above would change by A M = 5 GeV if our predictions were off 
by 50%. 

If  we turn to the event rate for E ~  iss > 40 GeV (figs. 8-9), we see that the limits 

are not as good for scalar quark masses and are non-existent for gluino masses. This 
occurs because the missing-energy events are predicted to be heavily populated in 
the miss E x < 40 GeV region (just as the backgrounds are). As gluino and scalar quark 
masses become very large, the distributions get quite hard, but there phase space 
cuts off the rate. 

How precise should we treat the numbers we have obtained (shown on our 
contour plots, figs. 6-9)? There are a number of uncertainties which enter into our 

calculation, both from theoretical sources and experimental sources. Examples of the 
theoretical uncertainties are those associated with perturbative QCD discussed at the 
end of sect. 3. We have also stressed in sect. 6 that the uncertainties introduced due 
to our lack of knowledge of the transverse-energy distribution of the remainder, i.e., 
that part  of an event not included in the observed jets. Other sources of 
u n c e r t a i n t y -  smearing and our modeling of UA1 cuts and triggers were also 
discussed in sect. 6. In general, we expect the uncertainty in our numbers is less than 
a factor of two. This implies an uncertainty in our mass limits of roughly 5 GeV. 
However, in the particular ease where the gluino is light (say M~ _< 20 GeV), much 
more care must be given to the estimation of uncertainties. In fact, the numbers 
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Fig. 7. The number of missing-energy events (monojets, dijets plus multijets) per 100 nb -1 passing the 
new 1984 UA1 cuts and triggers shown as a function of Mg and M4- The 1984 UA1 data have an 

integrated luminosity of about 270 nb i 
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F i g .  8. The number of monojet events per 100 nb-1 as for fig. 6, but with the additional cut E~ aiss > 4 0  
GeV imposed. 
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Fig. 9. The number of missing-energy events (monojets, dijets plus multijets) per 100 nb- 1 as for fig. 7, 
but with the additional cut E~ aiss > 40 GeV imposed. 

shown in our contour plots are much less certain in this regime. We now turn to the 
case of the light gluino in more detail. 

7.4. ON THE QUESTION OF LIGHT GLUINOS 

We have chosen to interpret the data in terms of limits. Before addressing the 
question of whether some of the observed events may actually be due to supersym- 
metry, it will be useful to return to the subject of the very light gluino. As is evident 
in figs. 6 and 7, the predicted event rates drop off as Mg becomes very small. Very 
light gluinos lose much of their energy due to fragmentation and gluon bremsstrah- 
lung, and therefore they lead to very little missing energy. As a result very few pass 
the E~ hiss cuts. 

The calculations for very low mass gluinos are subject to much larger uncertainties 
due to fragmentation and to the surviving events being on the tails of the E ~  ss and 
E Jet distributions. We would predict for M~ = 100 GeV 26 events/100 nb a for a 5 
GeV gluino and 13 events/100 nb -1 for a 3 GeV gluino (these are all monojets; 
dijet production is negligible). While these numbers are much larger than the 4.8 
events limit, one cannot neglect the uncertainties intrinsic to theoretical calculations 
for light gluinos, discussed in sect. 6. Our tests convince us that these uncertainties 
could be as much as a factor of 4 or 5 if added linearly. In spite of this large 
uncertainty, our predicted event rate is large enough to conclude that M~ = 5 GeV is 
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ruled out and that Mg = 3 GeV is very marginal. If the photino mass is nonzero the 
photino would carry off even more energy, and our results would be strengthened. 

An additional input on this subject comes from the beam-dump experiments. A 
recent BEBC experiment [39] gets the limits Mg > 3-4 GeV at the 90% confidence 
level (depending on the value of M~). Therefore, what some authors have referred to 
as a "window" allowing light gluinos, is at best a "peep-hole," and most likely is 
ruled out. 

This conclusion could not be reached in the papers (including ours) analyzing the 
1983 data for two primary reasons. The new missing-energy trigger in the 1984 run is 
extremely important for ~ production when Mg _< 10 GeV. It raises our predictions 
in this case by an order-of-magnitude, while experimentally this trigger does not 
dramatically change the observed rate. The calculation of the ggg process by Herzog 
and Kunszt [36] was not available for the earlier analyses, and we find it increases 
our predictions for 5 GeV gluinos by a factor of 3. While other recent refinements 
bring down the rate a little, the end result is that because of the higher rates 
predicted, it is now possible (or almost possible) to rule out light gluinos. 

7.5. S U P E R S Y M M E T R Y  - LOST O R  F O U N D ?  

Could some of the observed monojet events be due to the production of gluinos or 
scalar quarks? The UA1 Collaboration [23] cannot rule out the possibility that 6-8 
of the monojets come from new physics. There are, however, two factors which argue 
against the monojets coming from gluino or scalar quark production. Both are 
consequences of the fact that the appropriate event rate (2-3 monojets/100 nb -1) 
only occurs for large M~ or M~ (=  60 GeV). For such masses we would predict 4-6 
dijets/100 nb-x, and these certainly have not been observed. Furthermore, at these 
masses one would expect significant numbers of monojets with E~ niss> 45 GeV, and 
only one was observed in the 1984 run (compare fig. 5). 

The two observed dijet events (surviving the back-to-back cuts) in the 1984 run 
have E ~  isS >~ 55 GeV. Although there is a roughly equal background expected, these 

miss backgrounds are unlikely to have so much E T . A 70-90 GeV scalar quark could 
give dijets with such characteristics and with this rate, and would produce very few 
monojets. Clearly, however, such speculation must await considerably more statis- 
tics. 

7.6. C O M M E N T S  O N  B A C K G R O U N D S  

Some if not all of the observed monojet events must be due to "backgrounds," i.e., 
due to standard model physics. One can produce c, b and t pairs through the usual 
QCD processes, and their semileptonic decays will occasionally mimic monojets. 
Monojets can also arise from a variety of processes in which a W ± or Z ° boson is 
produced. Depending on the process, there may be a hard gluon (jet) produced in 
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conjunction with the W + or Z °. The most common process is, of course, W--} ~-g 
with ~" ~ s, + hadrons. The reaction p~ ~ Z ° + g with Z ° ~ ~,~ also is important. We 

have calculated these last two processes using the same procedures and analyses as 
described for supersymmetric processes. We consider our results which are con- 
sistent with those reported by the UA1 Collaboration [14, 23] and other theoretical 
calculations [50] as another check of our analysis. Other monojets could come from 
W + ~  cg, tb, ev, /~v and ~u (with ~- ~ epg or/~vp). Still others come from Z ° ~ ~-~-, 
c6, bb, and t~. Eventually, when more data are accumulated, these background 
processes may be directly or indirectly measured. 

8. Theoretical models and alternatives 

8.1. IMPLICATIONS OF MINIMAL LOW-ENERGY SUPERGRAVITY MODELS 

Throughout this paper, we have treated the gluino and scalar-quark masses as 
independent parameters. Furthermore, we took the photino to be the LSP and 
assumed that its mass could be neglected. If we are willing to adopt a particular 
approach to low-energy supergravity model building [8], we can constrain certain 

parts of the Mr~ - Me plane. 
For illustration purposes, let us consider a class of models which have been often 

referred to as being "minimal"  supergravity models [51-53]. These models are 
"min imal"  in two respects. First, they consist of the minimal number of particles: 
the standard model particles with two Higgs doublet and their supersymmetric 
partners. Second, these models depend on a minimal set of parameters: the gravitino 
m a s s  (m3/2), the gluino mass (M~), # (a supersymmetric higgsino mass), A (a 
parameter  related to the super-Higgs mechanism), and c2/c  I (the ratio of vacuum 
expectation values of the two Higgs fields). These models are obtained in two steps. 
First, starting with an SU(3) x SU(2) × U(1) (or grand unified) gauge theory cou- 
pled to supergravity, an effective renormalizable field theory at the Planck mass 
(Mp)  is obtained in the limit of Mp ~ oo. Second, renormalization group equations 
are used in order that we may obtain the effective low energy theory which is valid at 
the electroweak scale. It turns out that the effective theory at the Planck scale does 
not break the SU(2) x U(1) gauge symmetry. Thus, in order that the SU(2) × U(1) 
electroweak group be broken in the standard way in the low-energy effective theory 

(such that SU(3)oolor × U(1)e m remain conserved), it must happen that the parame- 
ters of the theory, which evolve via the renormalization group, satisfy an appropriate 
set of conditions. These conditions are quite restrictive and tend to reduce much of 
the freedom in the choice of parameters of the model. For example, if we assume 
that rn, = 40 GeV (as may be indicated by recent results [54] of UA1), then it 

follows [52-53] that v 1 = v 2 and Bl~m3/2 - O(m2/2), where B - A - 1 at the Planck 
scale and is a number of order unity. The renormalization group analysis of such 
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models has been performed, and the following results have been obtained: 
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Mg..~M~, (8.1) 

M~L=m~/z + C~ M-~ + mZ(T3q-eqsin2Ow)cOs2fl, (8.2) 

MEqR = m2/2 + Cca.M'~ + m2 eq sin2OwcOs2fl' (8.3) 

M~ =m2/2 + C? M2 + m2(T3.e-e esin2Ow)cOs2fl, (8.4) 

M -2 - m 2/2 + C?R M { + m 2e~sin20wCOS 2fl, (8.5) 
£ r t - -  

where tan fl - V 2 / V  1 and the constants are given by: C~L = 0.85, C4R = 0.78, C2e L = 
0.08, and C2~" = 0.02. T3i and ei (i = q, £ )  are the weak isospin and electric charge 
(in units of e) of the quarks and leptons respectively. Strictly speaking, eqs. (8.2) and 
(8.3) must be modified somewhat for the third generation; we refer the reader to ref. 
[53] for the details. Eq. (8.1) follows from eq. (2.1); in models where the gluino mass 
is not too large, the LSP is approximately a pure photino with the mass shown 
above. We noted above that in models where m t is not too heavy, it follows that 
v I = v 2. This in turn implies that cos2fl = 0 and therefore the scalar-quark and 
scalar-lepton masses depend on two parameters. It follows that 

M.2 _ 2 0.8 M 2 . ~gR ~ m ~  - -  (8.6) 

This is an interesting constraint, in that it implies that the gluino cannot be much 
heavier than the scalar quark. 

Another constraint can be obtained by considering the cosmological implications 
of a light photino [55-56]. In particular, since photinos are the LSP (and thus 
stable), their annihilation rate must be sufficiently efficient to reduce their abun- 
dance in the early universe to a cosmologically acceptable level. (Another cosmologi- 
cally acceptable solution - to have the photino nearly massless like the neutrino - is 
unacceptable, since by eq. (8.1), it would imply a nearly massless gluino, which is 
almost certainly ruled out.) A calculation of Ellis et al. [56] shows that M~ >__ 0.5 GeV 
if Mq _> 20 GeV and M~ > 5 GeV if M~ > 100 GeV. (The efficiency of photino 
annihilation decreases as the scalar-quark mass increases.) Using eq. (8.1), this leads 
to a lower limit on the gluino mass as a function of the scalar-quark mass. 

The two constraints discussed above substantially limit the region of the M~ - Mg 
plane which is consistent with the minimal low-energy supergravity model described 
above [57]. 
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8.2. AN ALTERNATIVE: THE LIGHT HIGGSINO 

It would be misleading to finish the discussion of low-energy supergravity models 
without indicating the possibility of other scenarios. We have emphasized earlier that 
many of our conclusions (and our strict mass limits) depend on the assumption that 
the photino is the LSP. It is of interest to consider whether it is possible to construct 
models where this assumption is not valid and what the implications are for another 
candidate for the LSP. 

We will consider the case where the LSP is a light higgsino. In the minimal model 
discussed above, the higgsino mass turns out to be Mf~ - /~ - O(m3/2). Hence, unless 
the gluino mass is large enough (implying a large value for My via eq. (8.1)), the 
higgsino will not be the LSP. However, as shown in ref. [27], one can easily 
generalize the minimal model in such a way that the parameter/~ is not constrained 
to b e  O(m3/2). In such a model, the higgsino will be the LSP as long as/L < My. 

Let us summarize some of the phenomenological implications of this alternative 
scenario. First, the photino will tend to be the second tightest supersymmetric 
particle, and hence only two decay channels are available: ,~ ---, ff-tTI or ~ ~ ~,I7I. The 
latter decay occurs via a one-loop Feynman diagram (see refs. [27] and [28]). The 
three-body tree-level decay of the photino occurs via the exchange of a virtual f. 
Because the ITIff vertex is proportional to the mass of the fermion (mO, this decay 
rate is negligible and the decay ? ~ 717I is the dominant one. Calculations of the 
two-body decay yield approximately: 

1GeV 3 
~7= 10 - n  sec ~ , (8.7) 

which indicates that the photino decay is prompt unless My is sufficiently light. 
Note that because the photino is now unstable, the cosmological limits for the 
photino obtained by Ellis et al. [56] no longer apply. Instead, one now finds 
cosmological limits on the higgsino mass: either MI~ _< 100 eV or MI~ >_ m b. Since 
the higgsino and gluino masses are logically independent, there is no phenomeno- 
logical reason which rules out a massless higgsino. 

Scalar-quark and gluino decays are, however, unchanged. In principle, one could 
have ~ ~ q~ITt and q ~ qI2I. However, as stated above, the ITtff vertex is proportional 
to m f and hence these decay rates can be neglected as compared with the standard 
ones involving the photino. Two cases can be envisioned. If the photino is long lived 
(see eq. (8.7)), then it will escape the collider detectors, and there is no change in any 
of the results obtained in this paper. However, if the photino decays promptly, 

~ ~,I-ZI, then the phenomenology changes drastically. First, when supersymmetric 
particles are produced, the resulting missing-energy spectrum softens considerably. 
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As a result, fewer events pass the UA1 E ~  ss cuts, and the limits on supersymmetric 
masses obtained in sect. 7 are significantly weakened. Although we have not yet 
implemented this possibility in our Monte Carlo program, we may quickly obtain an 
estimate as to the new limits. We do this by noting that Dawson [30] has investigated 
the implication of missing energy events for supersymmetric models which violate 
R-parity. In these models, the photino is the LSP but is unstable and decays via 

~ Tu. Thus, the signature is identical to the case we are considering here, so we 
may use her results. Dawson finds (see fig. 11 of ref. [30]) that the number of events 
which pass the UA1 cuts and triggers is roughly a factor of five less than in the case 
of a stable photino. This suppression factor is roughly independent of M~ and Mg. 
If we reduce the numbers which appear in figs. 6-9 by a factor of five, we would 
obtain the following allowed regions for M~ and M~: 

Mg < 5 GeV or Mg > 40 GeV, (8.8a) 

M~ > 45-60 GeV. (8.8b) 

In eq. (8.8b), the better limit is obtained as we take the gluino mass approaching the 
scalar-quark mass. Note that the "light-gluino window" has returned. That is, we no 
longer feel able to rule out gluino masses of order 3 < Mg _< 5 GeV since the number 
of predicted events passing the UA1 cuts has been significantly reduced. 

Suppose we accept the possibility that a few of the monojets could be due to 
supersymmetry where the higgsino is the LSP. As argued above, when scalar quarks 
and gluinos are produced, they decay into photinos which subsequently decay into 
higgsinos: ~ ~ TITI. Thus, these events should contain photons! Can this be ruled 
out? At present, the answer seems to be negative. The photon could not be easily 
distinguished from a ~r ° in the UA1 detector, so these events would just exhibit extra 
observed neutral energy. A signature which could confirm or exclude such a model is 
the presence of events where one photino gives a hard photon plus a soft I7t, and the 
other photino gives a soft photon and a hard ITI, so the full event has large E ~  ss, an 
isolated hard photon and one or more jets. 

Note, however, that some limits do exist from e +e physics. The process e + e - 4  
~9, ~ ~ TIZI can take place yielding e+e---* 3'T + missing energy. Such a process has 
been searched for at PETRA; no events of this type above background have been 
seen [58]. This implies that the cross section for e + e - ~  9~ cannot be too large. Since 
this process occurs via exchange of a scalar electron, the absence of this process 
(assuming an unstable photino which decays radiatively) puts a limit on the 
scalar-electron: M~ >_ 100 GeV. By eqs. (8.6), this implies that M~ >_ 100 GeV. Thus, 
in the case where the higgsino is the LSP, supersymmetry cannot be the explanation 
for monojets unless the gluino is very light, Mg _< 5 GeV. 
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9. Future tests and conclusions 

9.1. SEARCH FOR SUPERSYMMETRY AT FUTURE HADRON COLLIDERS 

What are the implications of our analyses for higher-energy colliders such as the 
Tevatron and the SSC? Experiments searching for supersymmetry or for other new 
physics will have to make choices on cuts and triggers, and will have somewhat 
different resolutions and efficiencies. The choices will be based in part on how 
backgrounds scale, but also on how quantities such as E r scale (where E r is the 
remaining transverse energy in an event after the jets are removed). Of course, E r 
also depends on how the experiment chooses (or needs) to define the jets; both the 
jet  algorithm and the required minimum ~7 jet enter this definition. The theoretical 

~ T  

calculation of E r involves knowledge of initial-state radiation and other aspects 
which theorists are just now learning to include in QCD Monte Carlo programs. 

As a result of our ignorance of backgrounds, of future experimental conditions 
and of the scaling of E r, it will be difficult to make precise predictions for the 
Tevatron and the SSC. We do intend, however, to study these questions and to try to 
find some qualitative answers. 

9.2. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

We wish now to summarize the results which we have described in this paper. Our 
analysis is based on the newly reported UA1 collaboration data [23] from the 1984 
run with an integrated luminosity of approximately 270 nb -1. Since somewhat 
different cuts and triggers were used than in the 1983 run and the energy is different, 

our results apply only to the 1984 data. 
We conclude that if there is any excess of monojet events after backgrounds are 

subtracted, it is unlikely to come from the production of gluinos or scalar quarks, 
assuming the photino is the lightest supersymmetric particle. We showed that the 
combination of a powerful new trigger in the 1984 run and the inclusion of the ~ g  
process in the analysis, has reduced the so-called "window" for a light ( -  5 GeV) 
gluino to a "peep-hole" at most. For heavier gluons or scalar quarks (up to 60 GeV), 
the problem is that these strongly-interacting supersymmetric particles would have 
been produced at too large a rate (compared to what is observed). For even heavier 
gluinos or scalar quarks, where phase space would keep the rate down at appropriate 
levels, we find that the dijet-to-monojet ratio would be 2 or greater. With the UA1 
back-to-back cuts imposed, only 2 dijet events survive (before background subtrac- 
tion), so that at most one monojet would be expected. Furthermore, the E~  iss and 
EJT et distributions for such masses would be significantly harder than what is 
observed experimentally (with poor statistics). So there appears to be no range of 
masses which would lead to the type and rate of monojet events observed from these 

sources. 
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miss The two dijet events observed in the 1984 run [23] have very large El- . These 
events are certainly consistent with the type and rates expected from, say, qq 
production with MO = 70-90 GeV and M~ somewhat larger. However intriguing 
these two events are, there may be a long wait for adequate statistics to learn more 
about their origin. 

What we can do is set lower limits on the masses of gluinos and scalar quarks. We 
have chosen to be conservative and to assume (for setting limits) that all missing- 
energy events above UA1 background estimates are due to supersymmetry. If we do 
this, we find that the lower limits (90% confidence level) on gluino masses are 60-70 
GeV depending on scalar quark mass. The lower limits on scalar-quark masses are 
65-75 GeV depending on gluino mass. These are the most restrictive limits found to 
date for any supersymmetric particle. Imperfections in our modeling of UA1 
experimental conditions and uncertainties from nonperturbative QCD effects can 
change these numbers for limits by _+ 5 GeV. 

If we change one of our basic assumptions and assume that the Higgsino is the 
lightest supersymrnetric particle, then our analysis changes somewhat. Because the 
photino would decay, the missing energy in events with gluinos a n d / o r  scalar quarks 
would be softened, implying that fewer events would pass the UA1 cuts and triggers. 
We find new mass limits which are less restrictive than those above: M~ < 5 GeV or 
Mg >_ 40 GeV, and M~ >_. 45-60 GeV. In particular the light ghiino window has 
reappeared. 

These new limits are effective in restricting some models for supersymmetry which 
were specially designed to produce low masses for some supersymmetric particles. 

Although the mass limits we have found are quite large, note that we have yet to 
reach m w. If supersymmetry is to explain the origin of the electroweak scale, then it 
is natural to assume that this is the relevant scale for determining the masses of 
certain supersymmetric particles. Thus, it certainly is not unreasonable to expect 
supersymmetric masses to be on the order of 100 GeV or perhaps somewhat larger. 
The fact that the CERN Collider has shown no evidence for supersymmetry to date 
is disappointing, but in no way should this be considered as a problem for the 
theory. In fact, based on our analysis, it is clear that the Tevatron (with its larger 
energy and luminosity anticipated) will have the capability of investigating a new 
range of masses of particular interest to supersymmetry. 
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Yndurain. We have benefited greatly from interactions with experimentalists from 
the UA2 collaboration including P. Darriulat and from the UA1 collaboration 
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Appendix A 

MATRIX ELEMENTS OF SUPERSYMMETRIC PROCESSES 

We have computed the squared matrix elements for the supersymmetric processes 
given by eqs. (3.9)-(3.14), (3.17) and (3.18). Many of these can be found in the 
literature (see e.g., refs. [11,13]). For convenience, we have collected the necessary 

~ 2 formulas here. Our notation is as follows: [~lave is the squared matrix element 
summed over final state spins and colors and averaged over initial state spins and 
colors. We do not include a factor of 1 if there are two identical particles in the final 
state in the formulas below. However, such a factor must be included if a total cross 
section is computed by integrating over the full 4~r steradians. A few comments on 
each calculation are provided. 

A. 1. Gluino Pair Production. 
(i) gg ---> ~ (fig. 10a) 

I~L (gg ~ p=~)[2,, e 

=9g:  { s 2 
M~(=- .M,~)  } 

+ ( , -  M / ) (u  - M,~) + : ( , ,  u) + : (u ,  t) . 

(A.a) 

where the function f(t ,  u) is given by: 

f ( t , u )  = 
(MZ- t)(M~- u)- 2M~(M~ + t) 

(t-M~) 2 

( M-~- t)( Mg- u) + M-S(u- t) 
+ s(t-M-~) 

(A.2) 

In computing this amplitude, we have employed the trick which Georgi et al. [59] 
used to compute the squared matrix element for gg ~ c~. By setting Pl" e (P a )=  
P2" e ( P 2 ) =  0 directly in the amplitude for fig. 10a (where Pi and e(pi) are the 
four-momenta and polarization vectors of the initial gluons), one can show that it is 
then correct to replace Exe~(pi)e~(pi)* ~ -g"~  for both initial gluons. 
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(ii) qgl ~ gg (fig. 10b) 

8g 4 9 [ ( M Z - t ) 2 + ( M Z - u ) Z + 2 M - ~ s ]  
16jIL (qgl ._+ ~g)[2 = ~ s2 
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where 

+ ( t _ M g ) ( u _ M g )  + g ( t , u ) + g ( u , t )  , (A.3) 

4 ( M - ~ - , I  2 9 [ ( M 2 - t ) 2 + M 2 s ]  
g ( , , u ) =  + (A.4) 

In the above equations, we have summed over qL and (~R exchange (for fixed 
initial flavor q). We have taken (]L and (~R to be degenerate in mass which we denote 
by M~. 

The one subtlety in computing this process is the sign of the interference terms. To 
get these signs correctly, note that there is a relative minus sign between the second 
and third graphs of fig. 10b. This sign arises due to Fermi statistics in the 
interchange of identical final-state gluino lines. In addition there is a relative minus 

o) 

~q ~' 

b) 

q 7 q I 

+ Iq 
I 

(c) 

Fig. 10. Graphs for the production of gluinos. Graphs (a) and (b) show ~,~ production via gg and q7: t 
scattering respectively. Graph (c) shows g~ production via qcl scattering. For g~ production, see fig. 11. 
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sign between the first two graphs shown in fig. 10b. This sign is a little more subtle, 
although it can be traced to the fact that all fermion fields anticommute. This sign is 
analogous to the one which appears in the s-t channel interference in e+e --> e+e -. 

A.2. qg ~ gig, (fig, lid). 

=g:f 4 ( M 2 -  u) 8M~(M-~-t) s (M2-u)+ 2M2(M~-u) 
9s 9 ( t _M212  t- ( u -  M~) 2 

tM-2q - uM-~ 4M2M 2 - tM 2 - uM-~ 
+ ( u - M 2 ) ( t - M  2) + 18s(t-M~) 

M 2 s - ( u - M Z l ( s - M 2 + M 2 ) }  
+ s (u-  M 2) " (a.5)  

This amplitude can be written in many different ways (using s + t + u = M~ + MR). 
We have checked that the above form is identical to the more complicated looking 
form given in ref. [11]. Our definitions here are: t =  ( P l - k l )  2, u=(Pl-k2)  2 
where the four momenta are chosen as indicated in parentheses: g(Pl) + q(P2)--* 

q(kl) + g(k2). 
A.3. Scalar-Quark Pair Production. In the formulas given below, we take ~lL and 

q R to be degenerate in mass and we sum over the production of both types of scalar 
quarks. In addition, we assume that n f flavors of scalar quarks are degenerate and 
sum over the production of all possible flavors when appropriate. In this paper, we 
have taken n f=  5. 

(i) gg - ,  qgt (fig. l l a )  

2 ( 4 M q -  s) 2 
[¢9~L(gg ~ q~)l~ve = nfg4s 5 6 -  

192 ( t - M 2 ) ( u - M  2) 

9 [8s(4MZ_s)+(u_t)2]+h(t ,u)+h(u,t)  } (A.6) +~ 
where 

[ t +M~ I  2 7 ( s - 4 t - 4 M  2) 
h(t,u)=3217---;7-i,,21 + l t -Mq ] t-M-~ 

6 [ ( t - u ) ( s - 4 t - 4 g  2) - 2(M?q-U)(S- 2 t - 6 M ~ ) ]  (A.7) 

+ s(t-M ) 

This result has been obtained from ref. [11]. 
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g,7" "4- 

(b) 

7,7 r" + ~,7 "x "  
_ ~  q _ _ l / " /  \\\~ 

(¢) 

q - -q q /q q I 

I 
g ~  q + I 

g-n-nT#-  - - - ~ "  
(d) 

q" ,,,," q" q I ? 

+ Iq 
I 

g ? g , - ~ T , n ~ - - -  ~ 

(e) 

Fig. 11. Graphs for the production of scalar quarks. Graphs (a) and (c) show ~ production via gg and 
qq scattering respectively while (b) shows ~ production. See also fig. 12. g~ and 9~] production are shown 

in graphs (d) and (e) respectively. 

(ii) q i q j  ~ q i q j  (fig. l l c ) .  I f  i :~j ,  t hen  

i ~ T C ( q i q j ~ - -  2 4 4 q ,q j ) lave  = ~gs k (  t ,  u ) ,  

w h e r e  

(A.8)  

k ( t , u )  = s M  2 + t u -  M 4 

( t _  M 2 )  2 , (A .9)  
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where we have summed over degenerate qL and qp. but take the flavors i and j to 
be fixed. An identical formula holds for q ,q j  ~ q f l j  and qf:lj + qiqj- Note that 
t = ( p  1 - k l )  2 where the four momenta are chosen as indicated in parentheses: 
q i ( P l )  + qj (P2)-- - 'Tqi(kl )+qj(k2) .  Note that we disagree with ref. [11] on this 
point, as scalar quarks of different flavors are distinguishable in principle (see the 
discussion at the end of appendix B). 

If i = j ,  then, 

4 - 4 [ k i t  2MZs ] (A.10) 
I~'C(qq---'~tq)la2ve = ~gs[  t ,u) + k ( u , t ) -  3 ( t -  M-~)(u- M-~) ' 

where k(t, u) is defined in eq. (A.9) and we have summed over qL and qR- One 
subtlety here is the question of identical particles in the final state. Indeed, we must 
explicitly insert a factor of ½ when computing the total cross-section. Since we do 
not include this factor of ½ in our expressions for the squared matrix element, then 
we must define: 

I ~@L(qq --, qq)l 2 = I ~ ( q q  ~ qLqL)l 2 + I~YlL (qq --' qRqa)l 2 + 219]L(qq --* qLqa)l 2 • 

(A.11) 

The factor of 2 above accounts for qLqR + qRqL" (If we had used the convention 
where the factor of ½ does appear in the squared matrix element when final state 
scalar quarks are identical, then no factor of 2 would be required in eq. (A.11). For 
further details, see appendix E.4 of ref. [5].) 

(iii) q f t j  ~ glk~l, (fig. 11b). If i # j ,  then eqs. (A.8) and (A.9) apply here as well. If 
i = j  and k = l, then an additional Feynman graph is allowed (see fig. l l b )  and we 
find: 

4 4[ n f [ s ( s_4M2q)_ (u_ t )2  ] 101L(qq ---, qq)lLe = ~gs k( t ,  U) + 2s 2 

( M ~ - t ) ( u - t ) + s ( M 2 + t ) ]  
+ 3 s ( t - M  2) . (A.12) 

(iv) Scalar-quark production via W and Z decay (fig. 12). In the above formulas, 
we have neglected the contributions due to the exchange of a real or virtual W or Z. 
Consider the effects of the graphs shown in fig. 12. We make use of the following 
Feynman rules: 

j Vqft;: - - l i g ~  ~ gL + g R t - - ~ ]  ] , (A.13) 

V,~,],: ½iggz( k 1 - k2) ~' , (a.14) 
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Fig. 12. Graph for the production of q~t via W or Z bosons. 
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where V is a gauge boson and the four-momenta are defined as follows: V ~ qk(kl)  
+ ~t(k2). The appropriate values of gL and gR for W and Z exchange may be 
obtained from figs. 71 and 72 of ref. [6]. For completeness, we summarize the results 
here: 

gL=  t 2(Ta-eqsin20W)cos 0 w 

for Wqcl vertex 

for Zq~t vertex, 
(A.15) 

0 .  for Wqcl vertex 

gR = 2eqsin2 0w for Zq~ vertex, 
COS 0 w ' 

(A.16) 

gL, for VqL~L vertex 
gz = ~ --gR, for ZqR~Rvertex, (A.17) 

where T 3 = + ½, - 1 and eq = 2 , _  ½ for the u and d quarks respectively. We then 
find: 

[63~L(q/Fqj~ V ~ Clk~t)live gag2(g2L6~[~)[S(s--4M2)--(t--u)2]_ m2)2 + F2m2 ] , (A.18) 

where we have allowed for the nonzero vector boson width, F v. In eq. (A.18), we 
have not summed over different flavors of final state scalar-quarks; nor have we 
summed over qL and qR" (We have taken two final-state scalar quarks to be 
degenerate in mass.) In principle, we must also compute the interference of fig. 12 
with other diagrams contributing to qF:li ~ qk~l. However, at the CERN collider, 
only the on-shell production of W and Z bosons can conceivably lead to appreciable 
scalar-quark production. In the limit that the vector boson is real, interference 
diagrams vanish and we may make use of eq. (A.18) along with a narrow width 
approximation, replacing the Breit-Wigner dominator by (~r/Fvmv)8(s-m2v). 
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Equivalently, one can use a Monte Carlo routine to produce W and Z events, and 
then decay the W and Z into qq. The relevant decay rate (for equal mass scalar 
quarks) is: 

r(v-+qA,) = 2(gL2+g 2) 1-- m2 ] . (A.19) 

Using eq. (A.17), it follows that 

F(V -+ q d L  + qR~R) 1 ( 4M~ ]3/2 

F(V-+ qcl) = 2 / 1 -  ~ ] . 
(A.20) 

A.4. q~l ~ g)' (fig. lOt). 

16-5~L(q~l__. +~)12v+= 8 g 2 e 2 e 2 i ( M 2 - t ) ( M 2 - t )  

9 ( M ~ _ t )  2 

+ (M#-u)(M-~- ~) 2,M~M~ ] 
(M2_u) 2 -(M2_t)(M2_u)j, (A.21) 

where we have included both (~L and qR exchange. Note that the two diagrams in 
fig. 10c differ by exchange of the final state fermions. Even though these fermions 
are not identical, Fermi-statistics requires that these two diagrams have a relative 
minus sign, leading to the sign of the interference term shown above. 

A.5. qg -+ gl~' (fig. lle). 

[ 6371L (qg ----, ~ ) [  2ve 

_ gs e eq M u 
3 

2 v g ( , - v ~ )  
- - +  

(,-M~) ~ 
+ 

2 ( t - M 2 ) ( M 2 - M ~ ) -  2sM 2] 

s(,-Mg) 
(A.22) 

where we have added the results for ~lL and qR production. 
A.6. ~ ~ qcl~ (fig. 13). We assume that M~ > M~ so that the scalar-quark ex- 

change is virtual. The squared amplitude for gluino decay may be obtained from eq. 
(A.21) by crossing symmetry. If one takes into account the different spin and color 
averages for the two processes: ~ for ~ ~ q ~  and ~ for qY: l ~  ~ ,  one may 
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-. q 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 13. Graphs for the gluino decay g ~ qr:l~,. The quarks q may run over all possible flavors such that 
the decay is kinematically allowed. 

immediately write down: 

p .  k l k  2 • k 3 

[ ~'~ (g, ~ qC:tT)l~v~ = 8g~e 2e~ [(k~ ;-  k3)-----~-- M~] 2 
p . k 2 k  1 "k  3 

+ 
[ ( k a . - I c k 3 ) 2 - M 2 ]  2 

M~,M~,k I • k 2 | 
"1 

+ ], 

where the four-momenta are defined by: ~(p) ~ q(kl)  + q ( k 2 )  + T(k3) .  We have 
added both qL and qR exchanges and have assumed that these masses are equal. 

If we take M. 7 = 0, then we may easily integrate eq. (A.23) over phase space. The 
result is: 

R1] 
F(g ~ qq~) = 4~" 3R - -~ + (3R - 1)(R - 1) l o g - - - ~  , (A.24a) 

where 

MR.  (A.24b) 

In the limit of infinite mass scalar-quarks (R ~ oo), we expand the logarithm and 
obtain: 

asae2M-~ 

F(g ---* qq'~) R --, oo 48~rM~ ' (A.25) 

which is the well-known result [60]. 
A. 7. g ~ q~. We now assume that Mq < M~ so that the emitted scalar-quark is 

real. If we compute the four possible final states: qqr ,  qqR, 7:lqr and qqR, the result 
upon adding is: 

"~ 2 
1 6 ~ ( ~  ~ qqL,  R -'1- q q L , g ) l a v e  = 4g2sP "k, (A.26) 
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where p 
momentum. It follows that the corresponding gluino width is: 

F= a s ( M 2 - M 2 ) 2  

2M-  

A.8. 77 ~ q~. 

R.M. Barnett et al. / Supersymmetry 

is the gluino four-momentum and k is the quark (or antiquark) four- 

(A.27) 

If M~ > Mg, then this decay is possible. For a fixed initial state, 

16-)~(q ~ qg)la2ve = T spa  "P2 t6g2_ , (A.28) 

where Pa and P2 are the final state momenta. It follows that: 

F (~ t~  qg)=  ~asMc~ 1 -  M2 ] 

A.9. gl ~ qY. Using the same notation as in the last case 

I e3~ (q ---' qY)la2ve = 4e2e~Pa "P2, 

F(q-~ q ~ ) =  ½ae~Mcl 1 -  M~ ] " 

implying that 

(A.29) 

(A.30) 

(A.31) 

Appendix B 

AN EXAMPLE: SCALAR-QUARK PAIR PRODUCTION 

We shall briefly discuss qq production to illustrate some technicalities and to 
mention some simplifications which may occur. First, when scalar particles are 
produced (which subsequently decay), there is no need to compute the phase space 
for the n-body final state (n > 2). One simply computes the 2 -o 2 subprocess. The 
final state scalar-quarks decay isotropically in their rest flames, and this is easily 
implemented in the Monte Carlo. Then, all we need to consider is 

o(p# qq + x) = E fdx, dx 2 f f ( x ,  Q2)fbr'(x 2, Q2)8"b~C~ca(~, (B.1) 
a,b 

Let us use the results of appendix A. For simplicity, we neglect the contributions of 
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W and Z exchange. Let us denote: 

] o'~ (gg __, ~1~)12ve-  MA('~, ~ ) ,  

[ ~ ( q i q j  ~ qiqj ) [a2ve = MB(~, u), 

i ~}c (qq --, glgl)12e = Mc(~" , h) ,  

_.+ ~ ~ 2 ]9]'C (qi~, qjqj)l~ve = Mn(t, h). 

i4:j, 
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(B.2) 

(B.3) 

(B .4) 

(B.5) 

The relevant combinations of structure functions are given below: 

P~ = g(xOg(x2),  

P2 = U(Xl)d(x2) 

P~=d(Xl)U(X2) 

e, = u( xi)-a( x2) 

e , = u ( x O u ( x O  

e; = V,( xOr,( x~) 

(B.6) 

d- U(Xl)d(x2) -4- ~-l(Xl)d(x2) -.}.- U(X l )d (x2 )  , (B.V) 

-4- d(Xl)U(X2) --}- d(x l )~ l (x2)  n t- d(Xl)U(x2) , (B.8) 

+ r , (xO, , (x~)  + a ( x O d ( x 2 )  + d ( x O a ( x ~ ) ,  (U.9) 

+ d ( x l ) d ( x 2 ) ,  (B.10) 

+ d (x l )d (x2 ) .  (B.11) 

In this notation, fP(x) = a(x) and fP(x) =f~ = d(x) where a = u,d for the u and 
d quarks. The gluon distribution function is denoted by g(x). We then may write eq. 
(B.1) as: 

o (p~ -* qq + x )  

= f dLIPS f dx 1 dx2{ PxMA( ~, fi) + P2MB( ;, ~) + P~Mn( ~, ;) 

+ ½P3Mc(~, ~) +P4Mo(~, fi) + p,~Mo(h ,/')}, (B.12) 

where dLIPS is the usual two-body Lorentz invariant phase space element. As 
discussed below eq. (A.10), an explicit factor of ½ is required in the one case where 
the final state consists of identical scalar-quarks. Note that M B and M D are not 

- ~ symmetric; hence we must interchange ~ and ~ when we interchange x x and x2 
in going from Pi ~ P/ (i = 2,4). This is the proper way to deal with final states 
consisting of distinguishable scalar quarks. 

In more complicated processes, the procedure is similar except that in general we 
must construct the squared matrix element for a 2 ~ n process (n > 2), as shown in 
sect. 3. Then the integration dLIPS will refer to the appropriate n-body phase space 
element. 
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